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SUMthUY

The work of this thesis is divided into two sections.

Section I describes the development of methods for the

quantitative estimation in rat brain of 4-hydroxy 3 methoxy-

phenyl glycol (HMPG), 3:4 dihydroxy-phenylglycol (GHPG)
and their conjugates (HMPG—SO^ and uMPG-30^).

The first part of this section tests the possibility

of adapting the fluorimetric method of Antun et al (1971)
for the quantitative estimation of HMPG in rat brain.

This method was found to be unsuitable because of its

limited sensitivity which was further reduced due to inter¬

fering fluorescence from contaminants introduced with the

addition of the crude enzyme preparation •Helicase', the

latter being necessary for the hydrolysis of the glycol

conjugates.

The remainder of the section describes the successful

application of methods to make acetyl, trifluoracetyl

derivatives of HMPG and GHPG, which derivatives were suit¬

able for quantitative analysis using gas liquid chromato¬

graphy with electron capture.

The mean concentration of total (free + conjugated)
HMPG found in whole brain was 95n&and in cerebral

cortex was 102 ng/g where about one fifth of the amounts

was consistently found in the unconjugated (free) form.

This was not the case with GHPG. Only trace amounts of

GHPG were found in one or two samples of whole rat brain

and cerebral cortex, whereas the concentration of GHPG-SO^
was equal to the concentration of HMPG-SO^. Possible
reasons to explain the lack of free GHPG are put forward.
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Section II describes some effects following the

electrophysiological manipulation of a noradrenaline con¬

taining neuronal system in rat brain, that having its cell

bodies in the nucleus locus coeruleus, which is situated

on the floor of the 4th ventricle, and from which projects

a discrete bundle of axons, shown to be largely uncrossed,

which have their terminals in the cerebral cortex and

hippocampal formation.

Working on the hypothesis that any alteration of the

activity of this system would cause some change in the

endogenous concentration of the major noradrenaline meta¬

bolite HMPG (free + conjugated), the nucleus locus coeruleus

was

a) electrically stimulated on one side and the effect

on metabolism in left and right cortex examined.

b) electrolytically ablated and after a period of

3 weeks, the effect on metabolism in left and right

cortex examined.

Ablation experiments confirmed observations that the

pathway was uncrossed since a fall in HMPG concentration

occurred only on the side of the lesion, whereas stimulation

suggested that either there was crossing over of some

neurones or that simultaneous stimulation of both nuclei

was occurring, since stimulation, although tending to

cause a larger increase on the stimulated side nearly

always gave an increase in the contralateral cortex.

In addition to these experiments, work i3 described

which shows the relation between conscious self stimulation
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behaviour in rats with chronically implanted electrodes

with their tips in the region of the locus coeruleus, and

the metabolism of noradrenaline in rat cerebral cortex.

During conscious self stimulation, the HLIPG concentration

in cortex rose on the stimulated side, but also on the

contralateral side. Because the stimulus was by design*

quite localised and specific to the region just around the

electrode tip, this ruled out the possibility of co-

stimulation of the opposite nucleus locus coeruleus by

spread of stimulation currant. However, in view of work

describing a medial pathway from locus coeruleus, the

possibility exists that the contralateral effect could

occur as a result of the activation of such a pathway

during stimulation. This and the relevance of the results

of stimulation and ablation are discussed.



SECTION I

DEVELOPMENT OP METHODS POH THE WUANTITATIVE

ESTIMATION OP HMPG AND DHPG IN HAT 3HAIN



INTRODUCTION

It is over seventy years since the first observation

by Lewandowsky (1899) that suprarenal extract could mimic

the actions produced by stimulating sympathetic nerves.

Two years later, langley (1901) repeated thi3 work and con¬

cluded that there was a good correlation between electrical

stimulation of the sympathetic system and stimulation using

the extract from the suprarenal gland, but could not explain

why the latter should persist after denervation. It was

Ulliot (1905)» a student of Langley, who, in addition to

confirming previous observations, put forward a hypothesis

to explain the mode of action of the active principal in

the extract. He suggested that Ma mechanism developed

out of the muscle cell, in response to it's union with the

synapsing sympathetic fibre, the function of which is to

receive and transform the nervous impulse. Adrenaline

might then be the chemical stimulant liberated on each

occasion when the impulse arrives at the peripkery. An
essentially similar idea to this was propos at a later

stage by Dixon and Hamill (1909)» but the first experi¬

mental confirmation of the theory of chemical transmission

did not come until 1921 when Loewi showed that electrical

stimulation of the vagus nerve supply of an isolated

frog's heart, perfused with Ringer's solution, caused the

release of an active principal into the perfusate, which

when the perfusate was passed through a second frog's

heart caused inhibitory effects typical of vagal stimula¬

tion. Effects on the second heart could also be obtained



following stimulation of the sympathetic fibres of the

first frog'3 heart, the released chemical in this case

having an effect typical of sympathetic stimulation.

Later studies showed that the substance released following

vagal stimulation was acetylcholine, and that following

sympathetic stimulation, an adrenaline-like substance

given the name •S/mpathin'. It also became apparent that

there was some disparity between the pharmacological

action of synthetic adrenaline and *Sympathin* from various

organ extracts, which led Cannon and Bosenbleuth (1933) to

postulate the existence of two types of sympathin, 3-

producing excitatory responses and I - producing inhibitory

responses. The chemical nature of these substances was

not known, but Bacq (1934) suggested that sympathin 3

might be noradrenaline and sympathin I, adrenaline. Most

of the accumulated evidence, however, pointed to the fact

that the chemical transmitter of the sympathetic system

was adrenaline, and this view persisted until 1946 when

3uler (1946a,b, 1947,1948,1950) reported a whole series of

results which showed that the predominant catecholamine in

tissue extracts was noradrenaline, based on comparisons he

made of the pharmacological actions of tissue extracts

with adrenaline and 3*4 dihydroxynorephidrine (the nearest

analogue to noradrenaline available at the time) and later

with noradx-enaline itself, when it was clear that sympathin

behaved more like the non N-metuylated compounds, dihydroxy¬

norephidrine and noradrenaline, than synthetic adrenaline.

The earlier observation by Blaschko (1939) that noradrenaline



was probably a precursor of rather than a breakdown product
of adrenaline gave credence to these results. But, al¬

though the presence of noradrenaline was confirmed by

other workers in tissues and nerves (Bacq and Fischer 1947*

Gaddum and Good win 1947)» in human urine (Holzt, Credner

and Kroneberg 1947) and in extracts of blood vessels

(Schmiterlow 1948) and although it wa3 shown that nora¬

drenaline was released into the blood stream following

electrical stimulation of sympathetic nerves (Peart 19491

West 1990, Mann and West 1950,1951» Outschoom and Vogt

1992, and Outschoorn 1952) it was some time before it could

be certain that noradrenaline was the main sympathetic

chemical transmitter. During the next decade, there were

many reports of the concentrations of noradrenaline and

adrenaline in body tissues, measured using either the sensi¬

tive fluorescence technique described by Lund (1949) which

depends on the formation of a trihydroxyindole oxidation

product of the j3-hydroxylated catecholamines, or the

ethylene diamine condensation method described by Weil-

Malherbe and Bone (1952) (although some prior separation

of adrenaline and noradrenaline was necessary before using

the latter technique). Noradrenaline was found to be

present in most tissues in much larger concentrations than

adrenaline, and had a distribution which matched that of

the sympathetic innervation, these facts being suggestive

that noradrenaline was the chemical transmitter of this

system. Confirmation of this fact was obtained after the

introduction by Falck (1962) of a fluorescence histochemical



technique, which besides revealing that the distribution

of noradrenaline in situ was correlated with the distribu¬

tion of sympathetic innervation, was capable of distingui¬

shing noradrenaline from adrenaline. Vogt in 1954 showed

that noradrenaline was present in cat brain in relatively

large amounts and did not have a uniform distribution,

high concentrations being found in the hypothalamus and

the brain stem and low concentrations in the cerebellum

and cerebral cortex. This suggested therefore, that nora¬

drenaline might have a function in brain more than just as

a chemical transmitter associated with the sympathetic

innervation of the blood vessels of the brain, since the

latter had a uniform distribution. More weight was given

to thl3 suggestion following the demonstration by Bertler

and losengren (1959a) that there was no change in the

levels of noradrenaline and dopamine following the removal

of the cerebral sympathetic innervation. Bertler and

Bosengren (1959b) also showed that both catecholamines had

an unequal distribution in the brain, but with a different

pattern, the highest concentrations of dopamine being found

in the corpus striatum. In the following years, workers

lemonsurated, using the fluorescence histochemical technique

of Falck (1962), the presence of discrete groups of cate¬

cholamine nerve cell bodies located in the brain stem and

mesencephalon (Carlsson et al. 19b2, Dahlstrom and Fuxe,

1964) and networks of nerve terminals in most regions of

brain (Fuxe 1965) with the eventual tracing, in part, of

the neuronal pathways from the cell bodies to the nerve



terminals (Anden et al. 19b4, Un^arstedt 1971)• This

aspect of the work is discussed more fully in the introduc¬

tion to Section 2.

The biosynthesis of catecholamines in the central

nervous system and the peripherals summarized by the path¬
way in Pig.l. which shows that the metabolic sequence

starts with the hydroxylation of tyrosine to give dihydroxy-

phenylalanine (DOPA), followed by the decarboxylation of

DOPA with aromatic amino acid decarboxylase to form dopamine

(DA). DA is then hydroxylated in the aliphatic / -carbon

position forming noradrenaline (NA), and adrenaline (A)
formed by the N-methylation of NA. This exact metabolic

sequence was suggested as a possibility by Blaschko in 1939

following the discovery of an enzyme which would decarboxy-

late DOPA (Holtz, Heise and Ludtke 1938)* This enzyme,

called then dopa decarboxylase, but since it is not

specific for DOPA, now called aromatic amino acid decarboxy¬

lase, was found to have a wide distribution in both peripheral
tissues and brain, and in brain was distributed closely

with areas having a high catecholamine content (Holtz and

Mestermann 195b, Bertler and Bosen0ren 1959b).

The first enzyme in the reaction sequence, tyrosine

hydroxylase, a membrane bound enzyme demonstrated by

Nagatsu at al. (19b4) in the adrenal medulla, in tissue

rich in symp thetic innervation and in the brain, has

recently been shown to be specifically associated with

either catecholamine-containing nerve cell bodies and ter¬

minals, where the enzyme appears to be particulate, or
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L-Tyrosine HO<^ 'p—CH2—CH—NH2
COOH

| Tyrosine hydroxylase
HO

L-DOPA HO<^ CH2—CH—NH2
COOH

l-DOPA decarboxylase

HQ-

Dopamine MO<f CH2—CH2—NH2

Dopamine ^-hydroxylase

»

Noradrenaline HO^ CH(OH)—CH2—NH2

Phenylethanolamine
JV-methyltransferase

HQ

Adrenaline HO\ ^>~CH(OH)—CH2—NH—CH3

i

FIG>1 Figure showing the iiajor biosynthatio pathway
of dopasina and noradrenaline*



with the cells of the adrenal medulla, where it appears to

he soluble. The actual subcellular location of the

enzyme in nerve terminals is, however, still unclear since
Fahn et al. (1969) showed that it v/as intimately connected

with the synaptic vesicle subtraction, whereas Stjarne

and Lishajko (1967) found the enzyme in the soluble sub-

fraction along with aromtic amino acid decarboxylase,

which enzymes were distributed q,uite differently from

synaptic vesicle bound dopamine /3-hydroxylase. Tyrosine

hydroxylase is the rate limiting enzyme in HA biosynthesis,

where end product, feed back inhibition is presumed to pay

a role in the control of synthesis rate (Levitt et al.1965).
The enzyme is thought to exist in an inactive oxidised form,

which is activated by interaction with a reduced pteridina

cofactor, the reduced tyrosine hydroxylase combining with

oxygen and the substrate to complete the enzymic hydroxy-

lation. It is therefore possible that regulation of

synthesis rate is influenced by the availability of the

reduced pteridine cofactor, the latter being regenerated

by the further reduction of the oxidised cofactor with the

enzyme, dihyuroxypteridine reductase (Ikeda et al.1966).

The enzyme which converts LA to NA, dopamine £ -hydroxy¬

lase is a mixed function oxidase containing copper and

needing molecular oxygen and a reducing agent as cofactors,

ascorbic acid probably serving as the latter (Friedman and

Kaufman 1965). This enzyme has been more localised than

either tyrosine hydroxylase or aromatic amino acid decarboxy¬

lase, being found only associated with subcellular fractions



rich in synaptic vesicles (Stjarne and lishajko 1967) in
the membranes of which it i3 presumed to be bound.

Although the three enzymes needed for the biosynthesis

of NA from tyrosine are present in catecholamine nerve

cells of the sympathetic nervous system and in brain, this

is not true for phenylethanolamine N-methyl transferase

(PNMT), the enzyme responsible for the N-methylation of NA

to form A. As well as in the adrenal medulla, where it

exists in large amounts, and in the heart (Axelrod 1962)

this enzyme ha3 been demonstrated in the brain, only in

certain nerve cells of the olfactory bulb and tubercle

(Milhaud and Glowinski 1962, McGeer and MoGeer 1964,

Pohorecky et al.1969) although endogenous A has yet to be

demonstrated in these nerve cells. The enzyme has a co-

factor requirement for S-adenosyl methionine and Mg++ions,
in common with all methyl transferases.

Since all three enzymes for the synthesis of NA have

been shown to be associated with the catecholamine containing

nerve cells, much work has been made to discover the exact

subcellular location of synthesis. It now seems certain

that NA can be synthesised either in nerve cell bodies

(Carlsson 1966, Dahlstrom and Fuxe 1964) or in nerve termi¬

nals (Levitt et al.1965) the hydroxylation of tyrosine and

the decarboxylation of DOPA probably occurring in the cell

sap, and the hydroxylation of DA occurring inside the

synaptic vesicles, following its active uptake. Vesicles

synt.iesised in the cell body are transported down the axon

to the nerve terminals (Van Breeman 1958, Dahlstrom and



Fuxe I96U) where they supplement the vesicle store,

replacing vesicles lost during synaptic transmission.

The metabolic degradation of HA in the brain, in vivo,

has been shown by following the fate of radioactively

labelled amine, injected into the lateral ventricle of the

rat brain. A whole range of metabolites are demonstrable

which fall into three main groups, the U-hydroxy 3-methoxy-

phenyl metabolites, the 3ik dihydroxyphenyl metabolites,

and the sulphate or glucuronlde conjugates of either of the

two groups. The various catabolic pathways are summarised

in Fig. 2.

The physical and chemical properties of two of the

enzymes involved in NA catabolism, monoamine oxidase (MAO)
and catechol O-methyl transferase (COMT) are well under¬

stood, but their relative importance in the termination of

the action of HA is still unclear.

MAO, described by Hare in I928 as an enzyme which

would oxidise tyramine, was found to be active also in the

oxidative deamination of catecholamines (Blaschko et al.1937).
It is however not specific for catecholamines and has a

wide distribution in most animal tissues. It is mito¬

chondrial bound (Hawkins 1952, De Lores Arnaiz and De

Robertis I962) and a flavoprotein containing 2 moles of FAD

per mole of enzyme (Yaslanobu I968). Cytochrome CI and

copper are also cofactors. Blaschko's group also showed

that MAO has a high affinity for phenylethylamine derivatives

which lack a hydroxy1 substituent and which have mono-
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phenolic or catechol substituents in the aromatic ring.

(Blaschko et al. 19371 Prates! and Blaschko 19591

Blaschko 1932).
Axelrod in 1957 discovered an enzyme (COMT) which

caused the transfer of a methyl group from S-adenosyl

methionine to the 3-OH phenyl group of a catechol. This

enzyme, found in most cells is bery abundant in liver and

kidney (Axelrod et al. 1959) and has been demonstrated in

brain, where it is thought to be a soluble enzyme.

Little is described about the enzymes which convert

the aldehydes,'fjoined from the oxidative deamination of the
amines by MAO, to either the acid or the neutral metabolites.

Since the intermediate aldehyde metabolites have not been

demonstrated, the enzymes causing the further reduction or

oxidation are probably intimately coupled with MAO, and

hence, probably bound to mitochondria. Breese et al.(l969),

however, have shown that the presence of a p -OH group will
facilitate the formation of a neutral metabolite, whereas

the lack will give rise to an acid metabolite, although no

real reason for this phenomenon has been put forward.

The ability of tissues to form conjugates of phenolic

compounds has been well documented, and the sulphate esters

of NA metabolites are probably formed using the intra¬

cellular located enzyme system described by Roy (l97l) where

a two stage process is thought to be involved (Fig,3). The
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i
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>
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APS = adenosine 5'-sulphatophosphate

PAPS _ 31 phosphoadenylylsulphate

PAP s> 31 phosphoadenosine-5iphosphate

PPi — pyrophosphate

FIG»3 Figure showing the various stages of sulphation
of phenolic compounds in the liver. Similar
mechanisms are thought to occur in brain.

\



first stage is the activation of sulphate, itself a two

stage process involving the addition of a sulphate group

to AMP and the phosphorylation of the rihose 3-OH group

using ATP. The second stage is the transfer of the

sulphate group to the recipient phenol group.

Since NA turnover in the sympathetic nervous system

was found to "be correlated with neuronal activity, (Hertting
and Axelrod I961) attempts were made to measure the turnover

of the amine in "brain as a possible clue to it s functional

importance. Since NA and other amines are restricted from

entry into brain, by the blood-brain barrier (Weil Malherbe
et al. 1959) other ways of measuring the turnover were devised.

Three methods give similar results for the turnover of NA in

rat brain. These are

(1) measurement of the rate of disappearance of endogenous NA

after synthesis blockade using a tyrosine hydroxylase inhibitor

(2) measurement of the rate of disappearance of (a) (3h)-NA

injected into the lateral ventricle or (b) (3h)-NA formed from

the precursors ('H)-DA or (3h) DOPA injected into tie lateral

ventricle and

(3) measurement of the rate of disappearance of radioactively

labelled NA, sjmthesised from labelled tyrosine injected intra¬

venously.

Using these methods it was shown that the timover rate of NA,

as with the endogenous concentration of NA, v, as different in

various brain areas, but that the turnover rate was highest in

areas of low concentration <fcf amine, and vice versa (Udenfriend
et al. 1963* Burack and Draskoszy I96I4., Ivereen and Glowinski

1966).



Another way of estimating the turnover of HA in "brain

would "be to look at the changes in concentrations of its

metabolites measured ither as a change in the specific

activity of the metabolite after the labelling of the endo¬

genous amine stores, or, depending on the efficiency of the

metabolite transport mechanism, simply by an accumulation of

the metabolite. Twp problems arise, firstly, which is the

major metabolite of HA in brain? and secondly, does the change

in level of this metabolite reflect the turnover of the amine?

Regarding the first problem, the major metabolite of HA in

brain has been shown, by analysis of the radioactivity after an

intraventricular injection of labelled amine, to be h-hydroxy

3-methoxyphenyi glycol (HMPG) or its sulphate ester (hMPQ-SCH)
Mannarino et al. (1963) injected (14c)-HA into the cat lateral

ventricle and looked at the metabolites formed in the cerebellum,

cerebral cortex and urine. The major metabolite in brain from

the exogenous (1*c)-HA was HMPG whereas in urine it was the

conjugated glycol. Schanberg et al. (1968b), however, showed

that in rat brain, the major metabolite of both (3h)-

normetanephrine and (1*C)-NA injected into the lateral vent¬

ricle, was conjugated HMPG, the radioactivity in the combined

VMA and free HMPG fraction being only a tenth of that of the

conjugate fraction. They further showed that the conjugate
was probably a sulphate ester, since hydrolysis to (free) HMPG

only occurred with a sulphatase preparation, whilst a ^gluc¬

uronidase preparation was ineffective. Only small, insignifi¬

cant amounts of the 3tk dihydroyyphenyl metabolites of HA were

detectable in each case.

Supporting the idea that the neutral metabolite of HA,

HMPG and its sulphate ester, HMPG—SO* are mere important.
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than the cid metabolite ti, was the demon trotion by

Gchanberg at al <13u8a) of endogenous KEPG- in brain of a

number of species, and by Sherman (19o9) in mouse, cat and

dog hypothalamus, whereas endogenous T,'A has yet to be

demonstrated in brain. (Chase et al 1971). IlEPG and

ifMPC-SO, have also been demonstrated in C'F of animals

(r.chanbsrg et al 19&8a) and humans (Mass ot al 1968, Wilk

et al 1971, Bond 1972).

Working on the hypothesis that liMPG and HMPG-30, are

important aetabolitss of HA in brain, the work in this

section describes the development of a sensitive and accur¬

ate technique for their estimation. This technique is

then modified to permit the sis ultaneoua estimation of 3s4

dihydroxyplienylglycol^ILPG^and its sulphate e.-ter, in order
to determine their relative importance as metabolites.

Section II describee the effect of electrical stimula¬

tion or electrolytic ablation of a NA-containing neuronal

uystea in brain on the metabolite level in whole brain and

.or© particularly in cerebral cortex, in an attempt to

answer the question as to whether the level of these meta¬

bolites reflects the turnover of HA in brain.
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METHODS

Brain removal and dissection

Hats were killed by breakn^ tfce neck , 1 he brain

removed from the skull and placed on a glass plate. With

the dorsal surface of the brain uppermost, the cerebellum

was gently eased from its position overlying the brainstem.

The brain was then bisected with a vertical cut in the mid

line, the two halves placed flat on the glass plate and the

cerebral cortex and hippocampus gently peeled from the

underlying grey matter with a microspatula. ~ Corpus

striatum, which after this procedure still remained attached to the

cerebral cortex/hippocampus, was then carefully removed.
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Where possible, the analysis of the noradrenaline

metabolites was performed in fresh tissue, but in large

experiments which precluded this, whole brain or parts of
brain were placed in stoppered vials and kept at -cO°G for

periods of up to 4 weeks, without there being any alteration

in the metabolite levels, as judged by the values for control

rats at various times of storage (table 1).

IlomoAenisation and precipitation of brain protein and lipid

Two methods for the precipitation of brain protein and

lipid were used. a) Perchloric acid

b) Boiling water/petroleura ether.

(a) Perchloric acid method

Weighed samples of brain tissue were homogenised in

5 ml of 0.4M perchloric acid at 5°C with an all glass homo-

geniser, the homogeniser washed with a further 1 ml of

0.4M perchloric acid, the homogenate and wash combined, and

centrifuged at 10,000g for 15 min. The clear supernatant

was adjusted to between pH 4 and pH 5 with 5N and 0.IN KOH

by glass electrode. To obtain maximum precipitation of

potassium perchlorate the solution remained at 5°C for

15 min prior to low speed centrifugation at 3000g for

10 min at 5°C.
Perchloric acid is a very efficient precipitant of

brain protein and lipid, but it was not a very useful

method when the subsequent quantitative estimation of HMPG

was to be made using the fluorimetric method of Antun et al.

(1971), since it was found that both perchloric acid and
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TA3L3 1 The concentration of total IIMPG in rat cerebral

cortex after various stages of storage, showing
that there was no significant change in glycol
levels with tissue kept at -20°0 for up to 4 weeks.
(N3 » not significantly different from control

values).

Concentration of Total UKSPG in hat Cerebral Cortex ng/g

Fresh
Tissue

Weeks at o
o

0CM1

2 3 4

94 171 32 75

117 57 75 32

130 113 89 82

31 127 114 118

mean - SD 106 - 19 118 - 40 90 - 15 89 - 17

t = 0.49 t = 1.11 t a 1.10

N3 N3 No
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potassium hydroxide contributed substantially to the blank
value of this fluorimetric method, making the estimation of

small amounts of HMPG difficult. The following method,

therefore, was devised in order to produce a clean blank

for the fluorimetric analysis of HMPG.

(b) boiling water/petroleum ether method

Weighed samples of brain tissue were homogenised in

8 ml of hot distilled water in m all gloss homo^eniser.

The homo^enate was quantinatively transferred to a test

tube in a water bath at 100°G and incubated for 10 min.

The flocculent precipitate of brain protein was removed by

low speed centriiugation at 3000g for 15 min at 5°0 and

the supernatant transferred to a test tube containing 10 ml

of petroleum ether (4Q°-oG°C boiling range). The tubes

were stoppered and shaken for 3 min to remove lipid, after

which the tubes were centrifu^ed at 3000g for 15 min to

separate the layers. The petroleum ether (upper) layer

containing extracted lipid was then removed by suction

through a pasteur pipette at the water pump.

This method gave a ver^ good blank, of the same order

as that produced by distilled water.

Ascorbic acid has seen included in homo^enisation pro¬

cedures to prevent ox nation of labile substances, but in

this system the only effect it was found to have was that

of slightly increasing the fluorescence blank values, with¬

out improving the recovery of added HMPG taken through the

method (Table k). It was therefore not added in subsequent

work. Table k also shows the usefulness of petroleum
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TABLI 2 Table showing the effect of the inclusion of
ascorbic acid in the hcmogenisation medium, and
the use of petroleum ether extraction of the
supernatant, on the recovery of the same starting
amount of HMPG- in distilled water.

Sample

Fluorescence

(arbitral)units) Poroantage
Minus x'ecovery
BlankActual

Mean

No ascorbic acid Blank

Extracted with 1

petroleum ether 2

5
31

33

26

28
45

48
47

No ascorbic acid Blank

No petroleum 1
ether 2

12

22

24

10

12

17

21
19

With ascorbic acid Blank

Extracted with 1

petroleum ether 2

6

32

35

26

29

45

50
47

«ith ascorbic acid Blank 23 -

No petroleum 1 35 12 21
ether 2 43 20 35
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ether extraction for obtaining clean blanks.

Separation procedures for amines and their metabolites

The success of any method for the purification and

quantitative estimation of a substance may depend on the

removal of similar substances which might behave similarly

in the final analysis. In preliminary experiments, there¬

fore, techniques were developed to separate the amines and

their known metabolites.

(a) .Removal of amines and amine metabolites

Possibly the most efficient way of removing amines

from an aqueous solution is by cation-exchange chromato¬

graphy. After removal of potassium perchlorate at pH 4.0,

the brain supernatant was adjusted to pH 7.5 with KOH, and

applied to a 7 cm x 0.7 cm column of •Amberlite' CG 50 resin,

100-200 mesh in the NH* form, collecting *tae effluent.

The column was washed with 2ml of 0.2M ammonium acetate

buffer, pH 7«5» and this was combined with the effluent.

Amines which had been retained, could be removed from the

GG 50 resin, eluting with 10 ml of 0.2N HC1.

(b) Removal of acid metabolites

Acid metabolites such as VMA (4-hydroxy 3 methoxy-

mandelic acid) and JDHMA (3:4 dihydroxymandelic acid), but

not the acidic sulphate conjugates of HMPG and DHPG, could

be extracted from the CG 50 effluent adjusted to pH 1.0

with IICI, by shaking for 3 ain with 3x2 volumes of ethyl

acetate. As this technique depends on the suppression

of ionization of the carboxylic acid group at the low pH,
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the highly charged 3ulph te conjugates are not extracted

since they are completely ionised even at low pH.

(c) xiemoval of the glycol metabolites

(Free) IlilPG and DILPG were extracted from the supernatant

adjusted to pH 5*0 with KOH, by shaking with 3x2 volumes

of ethyl acetate. The mixture was oentrifuged at low

speed to separate the layers, the ethyl acetate (upper)

layer removed and transferred to a 100 ml round bottom

flask. The combined extract was then reduced to dryness

in vacuo at 50°C and made up in either 0.5 ml of distilled

water, or in 0.2 ml of a mixture of 1:2 dichlorethane and

methanol in the proportions of 7:3» depending on the next

stage.

(d) Purification of the glycol metabolites

Further purification of the glycol fraction was

attempted by chromatography of the resuapended ethyl acetate

extract on either a column of •bephadex* 1H 20 resin or a

column of 'Bio-had' AG 1x4 anion excnange resin.

1) The use of 'Sephadex' LH 20 re3ln

'Sephadex' LH 20 resin is a hydrophobic form of

'Sepfaadex' G 25» designed to be used with organic solvent

systems. Its application to the study of catecholamines

and their metabolites has been investigated by Anggard

et al (1970a, b) who snowed a good separation of the meta¬

bolites using various mixtures of 1:2 dichloretmane and

methanol. The possibility of its use as a preparative

method for the glycol metabolites of NA was therefore

investigated.



• Sephadex1 LH 20 was allowed to swell overnight in a

mixture of 1:2 dichlorethane and methanol in the propor¬

tions of 7s 3» after which the slurry was carefully poured

into a 70 cm x 1.1 cm (internal diameter) glass column,

to a bed heignt of 47 cm. The column was filled up with

solvent mixture and maintained so during chromatography.

Samples were dissolved in 0.2 ml of solvent mixture and

carefully applied to the surface of the gel. This was

allowed to penetrate the gel, was >ed with a further 1 ml

of solvent mixture and the column filled up. 1.5 ml

aliquots of effluent were collected and analysed either

for fluorescence by the method of Antun et al (1971) or

for radioactivity by scintillation spectrometry.

For fluorescence assay, 0.5 ml of the effluent was

blown to dryness with dry N^ and redi33olved in 0.5 ml of
distilled water. For scintillation counting, 0.2 ml of

the effluent was added to 6.5 ml of a toluene-based scintil-

lant containing 0.425/ w/v PPO and 0.0112$ w/v POPOP.

In order to determine mow the glycol metabolites of NA

behaved on the 1H 20 column, radioactively labelled HMPG

and DHPG were prepared from (^H)-normetanephrine and

("^C)-noradrenaline after injection of these amines into

the lateral ventricle of the rat brain.

Male albino Wistar rats (120-150g) under light diethyl

ether anaesthesia were injected with either (^H)-normetane-
phrine (20 yiCi, specific activity 5.7 Ci/nomof , New Sngland

Nuclear), or with (^C)-DL noradrenaline (0.25 |i "1, specific

activity 27.6 mGi/mrftol , .Radiochemical Centre, Amersham),
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dissolved in 20 )il Merlis solution, according to the

technique of Noble et al (1967)- One hour after injection,

the .at3 were killed, the brains removed and homogenised

in 0.4K perchloric acid to precipitate brain protein and

lipid, as described. Amines were removed on a column of

•Amberlite1 CG 50 re3in, and the acid metabolites extracted

from the column effluent at pH 1.0 using ethyl acetate, as

described.

Free glycol metabolites were extracted with 3x2 volumes

of ethyl acetate after adjusting the pH to 5*0. The ethyl

acetate extract was reduced to dryness in vacuo at 50°C
and the residue made up in 1 ml of 1H 20 column solvent

mixture. (The aqueous solution remaining ofter removal

of the amines, the ecid metabolites and the free glycols,

contained the radioactively labelled conjugated glycol

metabolites of NA. These metabolites were separated using

paper chromatography, extracted from the chromatograms and

the purified metabolites used in studies of the hydrolysis

of glycol conjugates using *Helicase' enzyme preparation,

^described later).
0.2 ml of the resuspended extract containing the

neutral metabolites including HMPG and DHPG, was applied

to the LH 20 column, and the effluent in esch case monitored

for radioactivity. Figures 4 and 5 show V. o IF 20

effluent profilos of radioactivity after the intraventri¬

cular injection of (^H)-normetanephrine and

noradrenaline respectively. Chromatography of the extract

after intraventricular (%)-normetanephrine resulted in a
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FIG.4 Chromatography, on a column of •Sephadex* LH20,
of the pH 5*0 ethyl acetate extract from a rat
brain supernatant following the intraventricular
injection of (^H)-normetanephrine, showing a

single peak of radioactivity at 41 ml due to
(^H)-HMPG. Column solvent system, Is2
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of the pH 5*0 ethyl acetate extract from a rat
brain supernatant following the intraventricular
injection of (^C) JL-noradrenaline, 3howing two

/14
radioactive peaks at 41 ml and 62 ml due to ( C)*
IMPG and (^C)-DHPG respectively. The shaded
histogram shows the chromatography of HMPG,
monitored by the fluorimetric method of
Antun et al (1^>71).
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single peak of radioactivity which appeared after 41 ml
,14 .

of effluent, whereas the extn ct from the ( C)-DL-

noradrenaline injection contained two peaks of radio¬

activity, a large peak after 41 ml and a. smaller peak

after 62 ml of effluent, with a ratio of 6:1. This

immediately suggested that the radioactivity after 41 ml

was due to HMPG since it appeared in both extracts, and

that the peak after 62 ml was due to DHPG. Thin layer

chromatography (TLC) of these radioactive peaks was there¬

fore carried out for positive identification.

Effluent from peak tubes was combined and reduced to

dryness, the residue resuspended in 10 ul of ethanol and

spotted onto a cellulose thin layer plate along with

marker amounts of VMA, DIIMA, HMPG and DHPG. The develop¬

ing solvent system used was Chloroform, methanol and N

ammonium hydroxide, (12:7:1), developing time 2 hours.

The pistes were then dried, sprayed, the spots scraped

from the glass plate and pinced in scintillation vials as

described in the section on TIC. Fig. 6 shows the separa¬

tion of the various metabolites obtain d, with the level

of radioactivity present in aach spot. Radioactivity

from the LH 20 peak at 41 ml was isographic with the 11MPG

spot, whereas only 60% of the radioactivity from the peak at 62 ml was

isographic with the DHPG spot. The occurrence of radioactivity in the

ViVlA and DHMA spots was probably due to slight breakdown of DHPG at

the alkaline pH. These results indicate therefore that the LH 20 column

may be a useful purification step for the separation and quantitative estima¬

tion of the glycol metabolites of NA from rat brain.
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FIG.6 Thin layer chromatography on a 20 cm x 20 cm

cellulose plate, of the concentrated, radio¬
active, LH10 column effluent samples at 41 ml
and 62 ml, with marker amounts of HMPG, DHPG,
VMA and GHMA, developed in chloroform: methanol:
N ammonium hydroxide, 12:7:1*
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Further indication that HMPG was contained in the

LH 20 effluent peak at 41 ml was obtained by applying to

the column 10 jig of HMPG contained in 0.2 ml of solvent
mixture end monitoring the effluent using the fluorimetric

method of Antun et al (1971), when a single peak of fluo¬

rescence was obtained at an effluent volume of 41 ml

(Fig. 5). "Experiments were therefore designed to test the

usefulness of the LH 20 column as a purification step in

the extraction of HMPG from rat brain.

100 fig of HMPG was added to one rat brain, homogenised
in 8 ml of distilled water, centrifuge! and the supernatant

extracted with 10 ml of petroleum ether, as before. The

supernatant was buffered with the addition of VlOth volume

of M sodium acetate buffer pH 5*0, and the glycol meta¬

bolites of NA extracted from the solution with 3x2 volumes

of ethyl acetate. The extract was reduced to dryness in

vacuo at 50°C, the residue resuspended in 0.2 ml of the

LH 20 solvent mixture and applied to the LH 20 column.

Affluent fractions monitored by fluorescence, showed a

single peak after 41 ml consistent with previous results.

The recovery through the method was 42$. When a similar

experiment was attempted, but this time with 9 mg/ml of
the crude enzyme preparation •Helicase* added to the solu¬

tion to hydrolyse the conjugated glycols with overnight

incubation at 37°C, a totally different HI 20 effluent

profile was seen. The crude enzyme preparation contained

large amounts of fluorescent impurities which were nearly

isographic with the peak of HMPG, with the result that no



purification of HMPG was possible in this system by the

LH 20 column. Attempts to overcome this by altering the

solvent characteristics and by purification of the •Helicaae*

enzyme, were without success. The LH 20 column was, there¬

fore, abandoned as a means of purification in experiments

where it was necessary to have the sulphatase preparation

present. Although the column was still useful for other

experiments, the anion-exchange resin Mio-Rad' AG 1x4 was

more convenient and equally as efficient, and was therefore

included in the routine purification procedure for HMPG

in preference to the 111 20 column.

2) The use of tBio-Rad* AG 1 x 4 resin

Antun et al (1971) described the use of the anion-

exchange resin 'Bio-Rad' AG 1x4, 200-400 mesh in the

chloride form, for the purification of urinary HMPG. The

behaviour of the glycols on this resin was therefore

investigated.

For convenience, columns were made from 5 ml safety

pipettes with an internal diameter of 0.7 cm. A cotton

wool plug was inserted at the base of the column, and

1.8 ml of a 1:1 suspension of the AG 1x4 resin in distilled

water was added to form the x-esin bed.

A 1:1 suspension of the resin was prepared as follows:

New resin was suspended in distilled water in a 200 ml

beaker, allowed to settle over 19 min and the upper layer

removed by decantation. This washing procedure was

repeated a further two times, the resin made up once more



in distilled water and allowed to settle over 30 min.

When a constant resin bed height was obtained, an equal

height of water was retained over the resin, excess water

being removed by suction through a pasteur pippette at

the water pump. 1.8 ml of this suspension, thoroughly

mixed just prior to use gave a consistent column resin bed

height of 2.4 cm.

The behaviour of HMPG on the column was investigated

by applying 0.5 ml of a 2 ^ig/ml solution of HMPG to the
column, followed by successive 0.5 ml aliquots of distilled

water. The eluate was collected for fluorescence analysis

by the method of Antun et al (1971).

No HMPG was present in the sample effluent, or in

the next 2.5 ml of eluote, but was totally eluted in the

succeeding 4 ml (Figure 7).

The behaviour of DEPG on the column was investigated

by monitoring the eluate by gas liquid chromatography (GLG).

0.5 ml of a 1 ug/ml solution of DHPG in distilled water

was applied to the column, followed by successive 2 ml

washes of distilled water. The 2 ml aliquots of eluant

were made up to 4 ml with distilled water, and the solution

acetylated, extracted, dried and trifluoracetylated, and

the amount of DHPG present assessed by GLC as described

later.

DHPG was retarded more by the AG 1x4 resin than HMPG.

The dihydroxyphenyl glycol started to appear in the eluant

at the same point as HMPG, but twice the volume was needed

for its complete elution from the column (Fig.7).
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PIG.7 Chromatography! on a k«7 om x 0*7 cm column of
•Bio-Had* AGlx4 resinf of HMPG (shaded histogram)
and i)H?G (solid line)*
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Although the glycols possess no full charge, their

behaviour on this resin suggests that they are partially

ionised, probably at the phenol group, since JJHPG with

the catechol group is retarded to a greater extent than

III,'IPG.

Identification of the glycol metabolites usin^ PLC

Fleming and Clark (1970) have described a two-

dim<2rts<o/i<vl thin layer chromatography system for the separ¬

ation of the catecholamines and their metabolites. iheir

solvent system for the second direction is adequate to

give a good separation of VtaA, DHMA, HMFG and hiiPG. Shis

system wa3 therefore empxoyed for the further identifica¬

tion of the glycol metabolites of NA.

1 pi eaon of 1 mg/ml solutions of VHA, DhMA, JHPG
and HMPG were applied to a 20 cm x 20 cm cellulose thin

layer plate and the plate placed in solvent system 2 of

Fleming and Clark 1970, which was a mixture of chloroform,

methanol and N ammonium hydroxide in the proportions of

12:7sl. After two hours, when the solvent front had risen

to 13 cm, the plate was removed, placed on a flat surface

and dried with cold air, using a hair dryer. Visualiza¬

tion of the spots was made using a solution of diazotised

p-nitroaniline, which substance will combine with phenol

groups, and at alkaline pH, form coloured diazonium salts.

The reagents were maae up as follows.

1) 0.1 g p-nitroaniline was dissolved in 2 ml of

concentrated HC1 ana diluted to 100 ml with

distilled water.
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2) 0.2 g of Na N02 in 100 ml of distilled water.
3) 20 g of Kg C03 in 200 ml of distilled water.
Diazotisation of the p-nitroaniline was achieved by

mixing 1 volume of solution 1 with 1 volume of solution 2,

in ice for 10 min. The dry plate was sprayed evenly

with this mixture, allowed to dry, and then sprayed with

the 10p potassium carbonate solution. -pots immediately

appeared on the plate, which were either brown-red or

purple in colour (Fig.6). when the plate was dry, the

position of the spots was marked with a pencil in case of

fading.

when radioactivelj labelled metabolites were chroma-

tographed with this system, spots were scraped from the

dry plate anu the powder placed in scintillation vials to

which was added o.5 ml of a toluene baseu scintiliant con¬

taining 0.425/" w/v 110 and 0.0112*. w/v 10101.

A blank was obtaineu by scraping from t.,e plate an

area of cellulose equivalent in size to that of the meta¬

bolise spot from a position on the plate through which the

solvent mixture had run.

Separation of the glycol conjugates by paper chromatography

Separation of the conjugated glycol metabolites of NA

was made using the paper chromatography method described

by Sugden and 3ccleston (1971).

1 ml aliquots of the aqueous solution, containing the

radioactively labelled conjugates, which remained after

extraction of the amines, acid metabolites and the free
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glycols (described earlier), were applied under a stream

of nitrogen to 4 cm wide strips of 'Whatman* No 1 paper

(Fig.8) and developed by descending chromatography, in

solvent saturated tanks using a solventmixture of chloro¬

form, methanol and 0.88 w/v ammonia in the proportions of

12:7:1, with a development time of 20 hr. When dry, the

developed chromatograms were marked off into 1 cm sections.

The radioactivity on the two end chromato rams was estab¬

lished by cutting these papers into 1 cm strips and

immersing the strips in a toluene based scintillant con¬

taining 0.425?® w/v PPO and 0.0112/ w/v POPOP. The radio¬

active profile of the end chromatograms was then matched

with the remaining chromatograms, from which the appropri¬

ate areas containing the radioactively labelled conjugated

glycols were cut, and the metabolites extracted from the

paper using methanol.

Two areas of radioactivity were present on the chroma-

togram, onepeak between 11 cm and 20 cm which corresponded

to conjugated DHPG, and another peak between 30 om and

39 cm corresponding to conjugated HMPG (Fig.8) The total

radioactivity extracted from the remaining chromatograms

amounted to between 70,000 and 72,000 counts per minute

per ml for the two conjugated fractions respectively, an

approximate ratio of 1:1. These purified fractions of

conjugated HMPG and DHPG were used to investigate the

optimum conditions for their hydrolysis.
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separate the glycol conjugates, matched with the
radioactive profile, showing the areas from which
the purified glycol conjugates were extracted.
The arrow denotes the direction of development in
chloroform, methanol, 0.83 ammonia, Hi7:1#
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Hydrolysis of tho con.lu, ,atsd metabolites of HA

la the absence of a method by which the conjugated

metabolites could be analysed per se, it was decided, con¬

sistent with previous workers, to employ an enz/mic hydrolysis

of the conjugated metabolites, followed by the quantitative

estimation of the liberated glycols.

The enzyme preparation used by most workers is a crude

extract derived from the snail, Helix ptmatin, known

commercially as ♦Helicase' or ♦Glusolase', and contains

aiown activity of sulphatase (15,000,000 Roy units per g

for 'Helicase') and -glucuronidase (1,000,000 Fishmann

units per g) (1 Roy unit Iiydrolyses 1 jrnole of p-nitro-
catechol sulphate per hour at pH 5*0 and 37°C;).

Attempts were made to determine the hydrolysis rate

curves using various concentrations of 'Helicase* in

extracts from rat brain.

Aliquots of (3H)-BMPG conjugate or (^C) DHPG conjugate,

prepared by the paper chromatographic method described

earlier, were added to the aqueous solution which remained

after the extraction of the other HA metabolites. The

solution was buffered to pH 5*0 with the addition of one

tenth volume of M sodium acetate buffer at'pH 5*0, the

•Helicase' solution added, followed by two drops of

chloroform, as an antibacterial agent. The tubes were

then stoppered and incubated in a water bath at 37°C.
The rate of hydrolysis of the conjugated glycols was

determined from the amount of radioactivity which was
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extracted from the incubate with ethyl acetate at pH 5*0.

The concentration of 'Helicase* generally used for

urine hydrolysis (9 mg/ml) gave maximum hydrolysis of

(3H)-HMPG conjugate after 3 hours, whereas a tenth of this

concentration (0.9 rag/ml) gave the 3ame maximum after

17 hours incubation (Fig.9)* A reduction in the amount

of •Helicase1 added was therefore made, since a lowering

of the amount of contamination was preferable to a shorter

incubation time. To allow for any batch variations in

the quality of the 'Helicase' preparation, however, a con¬

centration of 2 rag/ml was chosen for subsequent work.

This concentration of ^Helicase* was tested at a Later

stage measuring the rate of hydrolysis of endogenous

(unlabelled) HMPG-conjugate by the rate of evolution of

the free glycol, the Latter measured by as liquid chroma¬

tography (G1C) as described later.

The rate of hydrolysis of purified (^C)-DKPG con-

ju gate added to the rat brain conjugate fraction was deter¬

mined after incubation with 2 mg/ml of *Helicase', the con¬

centration chosen as optimum for the hydrolysis of (3H)-
IF/IPG conjugate. Maximum hydrolysis occurred after 8 hours

(Fig. 10) a time similar to that found for HT PG-conjugate

at this concentration of enzyme (Fig.9).

quantitative estimation of HMPG by fluorlmetr:/

Antun et al (1971) described a methoa for the fluori-

metric determination of HMPG in human urine, based on the

development of a fluorphore of HMFG after the addition of
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preparations. 3ach point represents the mean
of two determinations.
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Mo*rf of JACuboKe*

FXG« 10 Hate curve showing the hydrolysis of (^C)-
DHPG-30^ using *Halloas«* enzyme preparation at
a concentration of 2 mg/al, showing that maximum
hydrolysis occurred after about 8 hr.
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ferric ions in a dilute solution of sodium hydroxide*

and Pullar (1971) has modified this method for the

measurement of small amounts of the metabolite in human

oerebro-spinal fluid (C3F). The applicability of the

method to the measurement of HMPG in rat brain was there¬

fore investigated.

0.5 ml of an aqueou3 solution containing HMPG was

placed in a 1.5 ml disposable plastic tube with attached

stopper ('Sppendorf* system), and 0.05 ml of a IS w/v
ferric chloride solution in 0.04M NaOH, freshly prepared,

added to the HMPG solution with mixing. The fluorphore

was allowed to form for exactly 2 ain in the absence of

UV-liJat, after which the reaction was stopped with the

addition of 0.05 ml of a freshly prepared solution of 5N

sodium hydroxide. The latter caused the precipitation of

ferric ions as ferric hydroxide and this was removed by

high speed centrifugation of the suspension at 12,000 g

for 2 min in a micro centrifuge (• Tppendorf' system).
The fluorescence of the supernatant was determined

using a *Perkin Timer1 PT 450 automatic fluorimeter with

the excitation and emission slit widths set at 6 ami and

12 mm respectively. The emission wavelength was set at

415 nm and an excitation wavelength scan made from 230 nm

to 380 nm. Fig.11 shows the fluorescence trace obtained

with a) HMPG in distilled water and b) distilled water.

The linearity and sensitivity of the method in pure

solution was determined using serial dilutions of an

aqueous solution containing 820 ng/ml of HMPG, the results

of which are 3hown in Fig.12. There was a linear
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FIG. 11 Excitation wavelength, scans from 230 nrn to 380 nxa,
with the emission wavelength at 41& nm, the
excitation slit width 6 aim and the emmission #lit
width 12 ami, of

a) the fluophore of an aqueous solution of HMPG,
developed after 2 min treatment with ferric ions
in dilute Na OH.

b) a distilled water blank under the same conditions.

c) a reagent blank taken through the method for the
quantitative estimation of HMPG by fluorimetry
including hydrolysis with 'Helicase*.
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FIG.12 Graph showing a) the linear relation between the
concentration of HMPG and the fluorescence peak

height at 320 nm (minus the blank) produced after
the reaction with ferric ion3 for 2 min.

and b) a similar linear relation for
EMPG added to pooled rat brain and taken through
the method of extraction and purification.
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correlation between the concentration of iiMFG in the

sample (range 30 rig/ail to 820 ng/ml) and the fluorescence

obtained. The sensitivity of the fluoriaetric procedure

taken as being the amount of KMPG giving a fluorescence

intensity equal to twice the blank, was 30 ng in pure

solution.

Since the formation of the fluorphore of HMPG in pure

solution was found to have a linear relation with respect

to the concentration of IAUG (Fig.12) the linearity of the

extraction method was tested for increasing amounts of

HLIPG added to pooled samples of brain.

Four rat brains were each homo eni ;ed in 8 ml of hot

distilled water in an all ^lass uomogeniser. After

pooling the V.omogenates, aliquots were taken and quantit¬

atively transferred to test tubes containin0 standard

amounts of HLFG, placed in a water bath at 100°G and

incubated for 10 min. The flocculant precipitate of brain

protein was removed by low speed centrifugation at 30Q0g

for 15 min at 5°G and the supernatant transferred to a test

tube containing 10 ml of petroleum ether (40°-oQ°C boiling

range). The tubes were stoppered and shaxen for 3 min to

remove lipid, after which the tubes were centriiu_ed at

3000 g for 5 min to separate the layers. The petroleum

ether (upper) layer containing extracted lipid was then

removed by suction through a paoteur pipette at the water

pump. The remaining lower layer was adjusted to ph 7*5

with XOH and the amines removed on a column of 'Amberlite'

CG50 resin as described earlier. The combined c.lumn
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effluent and wash was adjusted to pH 1.0 with concentrated

HC1 and the acid metabolites extracted by shaking with

3x2 volumes of ethyl acetate, discarding the extract,

hesidual traces of ethyl acetate were removed from the

aqueous layer in vacuo at 50°C, the solution adjusted to

pH 5.0 with KOII, and buffered at this pH with the addition

of a tenth volume of M sodium acetate buffer pH 5*0. To

each tube was added 10 mg of 'Helicase* enzyme preparation

followed by 2 drops of chloroform as an antibacterial age t

and the stoppered tubes incubrted for 17 hours at 37°C.
Ill/IPG was extracted from, the incubate at pK 5.0 by shaking

with 3 x. 2 volumes of ethyl acetate. This extract was

reduced to dryness in vacuo at 50°C, the residue resuspended

in 0.5 ml of distilled water, and this applied to a column

of 'Bio Had' AGlx4 resin as described earlier. After

washing the column with 2.5 ml of distilled water, the

HIiPG was eluted in 4 ml of distilled water which was then

reduced to dryness in vacuo at 50°G using a 'Gdwards* high

pressure vacuum pump. The residue was resuspended in

0.6 ml of distilled water, 0.5 ml of which was transferred

to a 1.5 ml disposable plastic tube for the fluorimetric

estimation of HMPG as described above. A reagent olank

was taken through the method.

Fig.12 shows that the recovery of 200 ng, 500 ng and

1000 ng of HMPG added to pooled rat brain and taken through

the method had a linear relation to the fluorescence of

the 3ample3, but with a reduction in sensitivity. This

loss in sensitivity could be attributed to the increase in
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the value of the method blank by a factor of six over that

for the distilled water blank (Pig. 11c) and to the limited

recovery of IiMPG through the method (25^) • Antun et al

(1971) described the halving of the sensitivity of the

fluorescence method when applied to urine samples, giving

a limit of sensitivity of 100 ng. There is a greater loss

of sensitivity with the method described here for brain.

Oven though most of the impurity from the •Helicase* pre¬

paration is removed during organic solvent extraction and

chromatography with AG1x4 resin, there is sufficient

residual contamination in the sample to limit the sensiti¬

vity of the method to about 200 ng where this amount of

KMPG added to brain and taken through the method gives a

fluorescence reading of twice the blank value.

Although this fluorescence method represents an

accurate, fast and reproducible technique for the measure¬

ment of microgramme amounts of HMPG, either in pure solution

or extracted from biological .material, its applicability

to the accurate estimation of the glycol in rat brain is

limited, since the reported concentration of HEPG in brain

is in the region of 40-60 ng/g (Scaanberg et al 1968a;

see also Results, this section). This technique was there¬

fore reserved for the measurement of larger amounts of

HMPG, and a ...ore sensitive method sought for the quantit¬

ative analysis of the glycol in rat brain.
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The quantitative estimation of I-MPG and DIIPG by ^as-liquid

chromatography (GLC).

The successful application of GLC methods to the

measurement of HMPG in brain tissue hss been made by two

groups. Schanberg et al (1968a) reported values of free

and total HMPG in rat, guinea pig, cat, r lasus monkey and

green monkey brain, using the method of Wilk et al (1967)
which employs the formation of a trifluoracetyl derivative

of II!,IPG, whereas Sharman (1969) measured the concentration

of free IIMPG and DHPG in rabbit, mouse, and cat hypothalamus,

following the formation of acetyl, heptafluorobutyryl der¬

ivatives of the glycols. Attempts were made therefore to

apply these methods to the measurement of both free and

conjugated HMPG in rat brain. The successful method for

the estimation of HMPG was then modified at a later 3tage

to incorporate the simultaneous measurement of DHPG.

For two reasons, it was decided to follow the method

of Sharman (1969) rather than that of Wilk (1967), and form

the acetyl heptafluorobutyryl derivative of HMPG. These

were, firstly, the prior acetylation of the phenol group

is thought to stabilize the later heptafluorobutyrylation

of the alcohol groups and secondly, the formation of the

heptafluorobutyryl derivative rather than the trifluor¬

acetyl derivative should increase the electron capture

detector (CCD) response, due to the greater number of

fluorine atoms attached to the derivative.

The problem was approached in three methodological

steps. These were



a) the formation and purification of a derivative

of KFLPG in bulk, to determine its chromatographic

characteristics with the GLC system;

b) determination, in pure solution ox the linearity

of the derivative formation with respect to the

EGD response;

c) determination of the linearity of the extraction

procedure from brain, coupled with tue uerivative

formation, with respect to the hUs response.

The following reagents and chemicals were used in the

method:- HMPG; bis (4;hydroxy 3 methoxyphenyl glycol)

piperazine salt from 'Sigma1, sodium hydrogen carbonate,

anhydrous sodium sulphate, hexachlorocyclohexane, acetic

anhydride, ethyl acetate, 1:2, dichlormethane, trifluor-

acetic anhydride, phosphorous pentoxide and hexane, all

from 'British Drug Houses Ltd' and 'Analar' grade, 1:2

dichlormethane puriss, heptafluorobutyric acid from 'Koch-

Light' and ethyl acetate -CT from 'Reeve Angel*.

The use of electron capture detection in gas chroma¬

tography demands that all reagents be as pure as possible,

to avoid confusion of the GLG trace with impurities. For

this reason, all solvents v/ere carefully redistilled be¬

fore use. The two reagents contributing the .lost impurity

to the final sample were ethyl acetate and 1:2 dichlormethane,

large amounts of these being reduced to dryness during the

method, thereby concentrating the impurities. Although

these solvents were carefully distilled with a fractiona¬

tion column prior to use, when 20 ml of either solvent was
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reduced to dryness, the residue made up in 0.3 ml of ethyl
acetate and 10 p.1 of the solution injected onto the column,
the GLC trace obtained, still contained larye peaks of

impurity. This problem, however, was overcome by using

a different source of solvents. •Koch-light' produce a

99.9/ pure (GIG) form of 1:2 dichlorine thane and 'Reeve

An^el scientific' produced a very pure (gas) Chromato¬

graphically Tested (CT) ethyl acetate - CT, both solvents

giving clean GLC traces with the system described, without

prior distillation.

a) The formation and purification of electron-capturing

derivatives of IhirG

Acetylation

2 mg of kllPG-piperazine salt was dissolved in 4 ml of

distilled water, to which was then added 0.3 ml of acetic

anhydride followed by O.c g of sodium hyuro^en carbonate.

The mixture was gently shaken to promote the reaction wnich

was allowed to complete over 30 min. Acetyl-HMPG was

extracted from the aqueous solution by shaking for 3 min

with 10 ml of 1:2 dichlormethane. Nine ml of the lower

organic layer was removed, and transferred to a test tube

containing 1 g of anhydrous sodium sulphate, stoppered and

the .uixture snaken. Residual traces of water were absorbed

by the anhydrous sodium sulphate, which was removed from

the dry extract by filtering the mixture through a micro

Buohner funnel with a scintered glass disc, at the water

pump. The dry extract was then reduced to dryness in
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vacuo at 50°0. The clear viscous oil of acetyl-IIMPG-

remaining after the evaporation of the dichlormcthane was

taen redissolved in 2 ml of eta/1 acetate and kept at

-2G°J in a stoppered teat tube as starting material for

the next sta^e of the derivative formation.

Heptafluorobutyrylation

Heptafluorobutyric anhydride (HIB anhydride) was

prepared from the dehydration of heptafluorobutyric acid

(HFB acid) with phosphorous pentoxide (Pr,0^). 6
HFB acid was carefully poured on to 100 g of *2^5 (^°lar
ratio of 1:1.5) in a 2-litre round bottom flask fitted

with a reflux condenser. The mixture was heated under

reflux for 3 hours after which the HFB anhydride was removed

by distillation, collecting the fraction which boiled be¬

tween 106°G and 110°G. The HIB anhydride was distilled

a further time and then kept at room temperature in a

stoppered 100 ml round bottom flask. Aliquots of the

twice distilled HfB anhydride were taken ju t prior to use

for further distillation, and the 3x distilled HFB anhydride

used for the reaction with acetyl-HMPG.

0.1 ml of the purified HFB anhydride was added to

0.4 ml of the standard solution of acetyl-HMPG in ethyl

acetate in a 2 ml borosilicate-glass reaction tube. The

tube was closed with a plastic closure which made a tight

fit round the outer wall of the tube. The reagents were

mixed and placed in a micro-heating block (VEppendorf1

series) at 56°G for 15 min.



The plastic closure mo then removed aad Sue solution

reduced Co dryness uxuer a stream of dry nitrogen (o. tained

by passim^ over a column o.* jrou- c<u..xciu.-. o.-xorfuO/

for & further 15 aia whilst the tabs remained in the heatingMock.

•»iion ^ ue reaction lix t •. re ixi evaporateJ t t». - slear oil of

acetyl, heptafluorobutyry 1 idAeKi (acetyl -.. -A .^) wae ret¬

ainsolved in 1 ml of Uexaaa, and transferred to a 15 ml

conical centrifuge tube. Crystalline c-tyl Kh3-KhPG

was obtained by oooliny the hexane extract immersing the

tost tube in a freezing mi.-,ture of acetone and solid carbon

dioxide. The heavy ,.r talc sad iwanted .efficiently well

to per.dt the rapid decant tion of the -upernatant. The

crystala were dissolved in a further 0.5 .1 of hexane and

the procedure repeated.

The tx crystalline dariv- tive was fir.-, lly reouspended

i.< 1 ml of hex .ae and appropriate dilution, of this solution

aade for analysis.

Irifluoracet., lation

It was found to be sufficient to redistil the tri-

fluor&eetic anhydride (ITA anhydride) obtained from

once only» since the starting material was quite pure.

Aoout 10 al of the fraction boiling between 39°C and 41°C
was collected, by distillation under anhydrous conditions,

in a d5 al conical flask, and the stoppered flask kept at

room temperature for up to 3 month® without any deteriora¬

tion in the efficiency of the reagent. The acetyl, tri-

fluoracetyl derivative of i^xQ (aoety1-TTA-n^jr-G) was prepared

in a similar way to the acetyl-hfB-jHMrG, after reaction of
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0.4 ml of acetyl-EAPG with 0.1 ml of TFA anhydride, followed

by 2x crystallization from hexane. This derivative, once

formed is veiy stable, no deterioration in the GOD response

being evident in a sample of the derivative in ethyl ace¬

tate, kept at room temperature for more than Ik months.

In each case, a reagent blank was processed alongside

samples of HLIPG to avoid confusion at the gas chromato¬

graphy stage.

GLC of the derivatives of HI/IPG

Gas-liquid chromatography was performed using a 'Pye'

104 series gas chromatograph fitted with a (u"iNi)-electron
capture detector. Fig.13 shows a schematic diagram of the

gas chromatographic system.

Argon/methane carrier gas (95*5)* flowing in L/8 inch

(Oh) copper piping at a pressure of 0.9 kg/cm^ was passed

through a gas purifying bottle containing an activated

molecular sieve, and connected directly to the head of the

heated injection port, by-passing the gas flow controllers.

(This was because previous difficulty with impurity was

shown to originate from the gas flow controllers.) The

flow rate, instead, was regulated directly using the gas

cylinder pressure gauge, flow rate measured at the gas

exit with a soap bubble flow meter.

The injection head was screwed, with a gas tight joint,

to a 5 ft glass column * inch outside diameter filled with

a celite supportprecoated uniformly with 35* methyl silicone

gum in methylene ohloride ('lye1 35s- 330), the powder kept
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FIG-. 13 A schematic diagram showing the experimental system
for gas chromatography. The column oven and
detector oven power supply and temperature control
units have been omitted for the sake of clarity.



In position with a -yarn plug. Carrier gas left the column

through a connection at the base of the electron capture

detector through which it then flowed and found it3 exit.

No purge gas was necessary in this system.

Samples were introduced into the system by on-column

injection of between 1 y.1 and of the ethyl acetate
solution, using a 10 jil glass micro syringe with an 11.5 cm

long needle. The needle was pushed quickly through the

rubber septum at the injection port head, the sample

injected, and the needle quickly withdrawn. After between

10 and 15 injections, the rubber septa (2) were replaced,

removing the septum retaining 3crew for this purpose. It

was unnecessary to first reduce the pressure of gas, a

back-pressure of column packing material being prevented

by the yarn plug.

Column oven temperature (190°C for HMPG and 170°C for

HMPG + DHPG) and detector oven temperature (250°C) were

controlled and maintained with their separate control unite

each connected to a platinum resistance thermometer mounted

inside the oven.

Pig.14 shows a detail d section through the *Pye'

electron capture detector showing a cylindrical source of

( ^Ni) at the periphery of a small chamber, through which
carrier gas + sample passes, surrounding a centrally dis¬

played probe. The steady state current across the chamber

from the source to the probe is maintained by the electron

capture supply unit using either a direct current or a

pulsed voltage supply. A pulsed voltage supply was
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FIG.14 Diagram showing a detailed section through the
«Pye' electron capture detector.



employ 3d hare U3ing a AvUl -o period of ISO uo with a pulse

width of 0.75 )is - 0.15 >is, and iiavinw an amplitude of
47-oQ volts.

Fig.15 shows the recorder trace from the injection of
1 y.1 of a dilute ethyl coh te solution of : o3ty 1-IiITJ-EMJPGf,
retention time 4.1 min, or r cetyl-TFA-i£.h b, retention time

3.4 ;JLn, using the gas ehrom; tographic systs i described,

with the column oven temperature at 130° d. The fr at er

moving peak, retention time 5*4 min, in each case, is the

marker sub stance hexachlorocyclohexane. 10 ng/ral of this

compound in ethyl aoetate gave approxi.rn.tely a half full-

scale deflection at the attenuation normally used when

estimating IIlu from rat brain. Samples were therefore

made up in this standard solution, and could then be

corrected for any vari tion in volume injected.

b) Determination. in pure solution# of the linearity of

the derivative formation

Dilutions of a d jig/ul solution of h'dPG were made to
give the following amounts of the glycol in 4 ml of

distilled water, 10 ng, 10 ng, 40 ng, 100 ng, and 150 ng,

with a reagent blank. The aqueous solution was acetylated,

then heptafluorobutyrylated or trifluoracetylsted as

described. After blowing to dryness in the heating block,

using a stream, of dry nitrogen, the tubes were removed

from the block and the residue resuspended in 0.3 ml of a
«

10 ng/ral solution of hexachlorocyclohexane (HCH) in ethyl

acetate. The formation of the acetyl HF3-liEPG and acetyl-
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PIG*13 GLC recorder traces suowing the retention of various
glycol derivatives with respect to that of
hexachlorocyclohexane (HCH).

a) Ace ty1-HEB-HMPG (retention time 4.2 min) with
HCH (5.4 min).

b) Acetyl-Tf'A-HMPG (3.4 ain) with HCH (5.4 ain).
c) Acetyl—TFA—G11PG (5-0 ain) with HCH (5.9 ain)

Coluxtn oven teaperr.ture at 190 C.
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IFA-1IMPG derivatives was monitored by GiC. Fig. 16 shows

tne linear relation between the starting concentration of

IIMPG and the 1CD response for acetyl TFA-ILIPG, when the

peak height of the latter was adjusted with respect to the

peak height of HCE to correct for the volume of injection.

Table 3 shows the derivation of the H30 value, which is

the acetyl-TFA-HMPG peak height adjusted with respect to
a HCH peak height of 30 divisions.

The acetyl HFB derivative of HMPG is formed at all

concentretions of KMPG used, but with a non-linear relation

to the K30 value. So great was the variability on some

occasions that double the concentration of HLiPG used, gave

a similar peak height. All attempts to remedy thisf by

altering the temperature and/or the time of the heptafluoro-

butyrylation reaction, or by varying the temperature and/or
time for the removal of the reaction mixture, failed. For

this reason, therefore, t; is derivative was not used in

subsequent work.

c) Determination of the linearity of the extraction

procedure coupled with the derivative formation with

respect to the SCD response

Dilutions of a 2 lig/ml solution of H2.IPG were made to

give samples containing from zero to 200 ng of the glycol

which were added to aliquots of pooled samples of the

perchloric acid homo .enate of rat brain tissue, and taken

through the method for the extraction and derivative forma¬

tion of HMPG as summarized below.



FIG.16 Graph showing the linear relation between the
starting concentration of HMPG and the formation
of the acetyl TFA derivative of HMPG, as measured

by the GLC peak fceight of the derivative after
adjustment for injection volume(Hf30 value).
Each point is the mean of two determinations.
The best straight line was calculated from the
original data by the method of least squares,

r (correlation coefficient) = O.9979
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TABID 3 Derivation of the H* 30 value, obtained from
tue GLC peak heights of the acetyl-TFA-HMPG
derivative and the internal standard of HCH.

Adjusted
acetyl-TFA-HMPG
peak height
(11*30 value)

Actual

^ acetyl TFA-HMPG
peak height

LCH standard

peak height of
X 30 divisions

Actual KGH

peak height
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Weighed samples of brain tissue were homogenised in

5 ml of 0.4 M perchloric acid at 5°C with an all glass

hoino^eniser, the homogeni.er washed with a further 1 ml of

0.41! perchloric acid, the homogenate and wash combined

and centrifuged at 10,000 g for 15 min at 5°0. The clear

supernatant wa3 adjusted to between pH 4*0 and pH 5*0 with

5 N and 0.1 N KOH by glass electrode. To obtain maximum

precipitation of potassium perchlorate, the solution was

cooled to 5°C for 15 min prior to low spaed centrifugation

at 3000 g for 10 min at 5°0. The clear supernatant was

buffered to pK 5»0 with the addition of 0.5 ml of M sodium

acetate buffer at pH 5»0, and 0.2 ml of a 50 mg/ml solution
of 'Heliease' enzyme preparation (10 rag) added to each

tube, followed by two drops of CHCl^ as an antibacterial
agent. The tubes were then stoppered, and plrced in a

water bath at 37°C for 17 hours (overnight). Following

enzymie hydrolysis, HMP0 (free) was extracted from the

solution by shaking twice for 3 min with 15 ml and 10 ml of

ethyl acetate. 12 ml and 10 ml of the extract in each case

was removed, placed in a. 100 ml round bottom flask and

evaporated to dryness, in vacuo, at 50°0. The residue

was resuspended in 0.5 1 of distilled water, and applied

to a 2.4 cm x 0.7 cm column of •Bio-Rad1 AGlx4 resin

(200-400 mesh in the chloride form). The flask and column

were washed with 2.5 ml of distilled water and the IiMPCr

eluted with a further 4 ml of distilled water.

The eluate was acetyl.' ted by the addition of 0.3 ml

of acetic anhydride and 0.6 g of sodium hydrogen carbonate,



shaking gently to promote the reaction, and allowing

30 min for completion. Acetyl-HMPG was extracted from

the aqueous solution by shaking for 3 min with 10 ml of

1:2 dichlormethane. Nine ml of the lower organic layer

was removed, transferred to a test-tuba containing 1 g of

anhydrous sodium sulphate, stoppered, and shaken to remove

residual traces of water. The dry extract was filtered

through a miero-Buchner funnel with a scintered glass

di3C, and reduced to dryness, in vacuo, at 50°C. The

residue was resuspended in 0.5 ml of ethyl acetate, 0.4 ml

of which was transferred to a 2 ml borosilicste glass

reaction tube.

0.1 ml of trifluoracetic anhydride was added to the

tube, stoppered and placed in a micro-heating block at

56°C for 15 min after which the solution was blown to dry¬
ness under a stream of dry nitrogen whilst still in the

heating block, for a further 15 min. The residue was re-

suspended in 0.3 ml of a 20 ng/ral ethyl acetate solution

of hexachlorocyclohexane, and the sample analysed by

injecting between 1 pi and 5 W-l of this solution onto the

gas chromatography column as described earlier.

Fig.17 shows the linear relation between the starting
concentration of HMPG and the H30 value. The point of

intersection of the lino with the ordinate gives the

endogenous concentration of total (free + conjugated)
HMPG in the aliquot of pooled rat brain homogenate used.

This method was used therefore for all subsequent determin¬

ations of IIMPG in rat brain tissue. The quantitative
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100

HMPG peak height

—r-

50 100 ~1S0~ loo
ngHMPG added to brain sample

FIG. 17 The recovery of HMPG added to pooled rat "brain and
taken through the method for the extraction, puri¬
fication and acetyl-TFA derivative formation.
The graph shows the linear relation "between the
starting concentration and the H'30 value. Each
point is the mean of two determinations. The best

straight line was calculated from the original data
by the method of least squares,

r (correlation coefficient) = O.9926
The point of intersection with the ordinate is the
Hf30 value for the endogenous concentration of
HMPG in the pooled brain sample.
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estimation of I3.IPG was made using an internal standard of

100 ng of If,IPG added routinely to one of a pair of pooled

brain tissue samples and taken through the extraction

procedures and derivative formation* The difference

between the sample and the sample + 100 ng ©IPG gave the

H'30 value equivalent to 100 ng of HMPG. This figure

could then be used to calculate the concentration of

EI,IPG in an unknown sample (table 4).
.hen it was important to measure the separate concen¬

trations of free and conjugate ©.IPG, free HMPG was extracted

before hydrolysis of the conjugated glycol, by shaking

twice for 3 min with 15 1 and 10 ml of ethyl acetate as

described above. Residual traces of ethyl acetate were

removed, in vacuo, at 50°C, and a further 0.5 ml of IT

sodium cetate buffer pli 5»0 added to the aqueous solution

b fore the addition of the 'ilelicase* enzyme preparation.

The free glycol was purified and the acetyl TPA-dorivative

made as described above.

The simultaneous quantit tive estimation of PHPG and

hji'IPG by GLC.

since it is possiole to form an acetyl-trifluoracetyl

derivative of HMPG in a reprouucible and quantitative

manner, the formation of a similar derivative of DHPG was

attempted. Similar methodological steps were taxan to

ensure that the derivative was being formed with a linear

relation to the starting concentration of the glycol,

some modification of tae extraction and purification
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TABLIS 4 Table showing the internal recovery method
for calculating the concentration of glycol
in a known weight of tissue.

H'30 value of pooled sample + 100 ng Hi-iPG = x

11 • 30 value of pooled sample = y

H* 30 value of 100 ng HMPG = (x - y)

H'30 value of unknown = z

. . ng of HMPG in unknown =» z x 100
(x - y)

so, concentration of HJ/LPG in unknown = z x 100
(x - y) weight of

tissue



procedure for IIMPG was then made, to permit the simultaneous

extraction and purification of JKPG, and the linearity of
the met.od tasted by the relation between increasing
amounts of OHPG added to pooled brain samples, and the 3CD

response of the formed derivatives.

a) formation ol an aoetml-trifluor'acetgl derivative of DHPG

1 mg of hlirG was dissolved in 4 ml of distilled water

and acetyl-PlirG formed as described for KL1PG, by the addi¬

tion of 0.3 ml acetic anhydride and 0.6 g of sodium

hydrogen carbonate. An aliquot of acetyl-jimG was then

trifluoracetylated as described for IllfG and the acetyl
IFA-OiEG pui-ified by crystallisation from hexane.

Fig. 15c shows the recorder trace of a l jil injection of a

dilution of the acetyl-Tih-jhrG in a 10 ng/ml ethyl
acetate olution 01 hexacnioracyclohexane. Acetyl TFA-
JisrG is a slower moving derivative than acetyl ITA-hMFGr
in t.iis system, huvintJ a retention time of 5*0 min when

the retention ti:ue of hCh was 3.9 min.

b) -determination of the linearity of the derivative formation

Zero, 50 ng, 100 ng, 150 ng, 100 ng and 150 ng amounts

of JlirG were acetylated, then trifluoracetylated, the

derivative made up in 0.3 ml of an ethyl aoetate solution

containing *.0 ng/ml HCH, and 1 of the sample injected
onto the gas chromatography column for analysis. Fig.18
shows that there was a linear relation between the starting
concentrations of JiirG and the acety1-TiA-JisfG peaA height,
adjusted witu respect to sue hOri peax height, thus
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FIG.18 Graph showing the linear relation "between the
starting concentration of DHPG and the formation
of the acetyl-TFA derivative of DHPG as measured

"by the GLC peak height of the derivative after
adjustment for injection volume (D'30 value).
Each point is the mean of two determinations
The hest straight line was calculated from the
original data "by the method of least squares,

r (correlation coefficient) = O.9898

Si
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correcting lor variation in injection volume. (D•30 value,

calcul ted as for HMPG in table 3«)

c) modification of the method for the quantitative estima¬

tion of iilliPir from rat brain, to permit t'a.e simul¬

taneous quantitative estimation of JiiFG.

JHFG was found to behave identically with hlifG in the

extraction procedure up to the stage of purification of

the glycols using a column of 'Bio lad' AG1x4 resin. The

behaviour of JiifG on this resin is described earlier, and

summarised in Fig.7. bis.G was retarded more than hkrG

by the resin and although the glycol started to appear in

the eluste at the same point as IjILtG , twice the volume of

distill :d water (G ml) was needed for its complete elution

from this column.

Geo u~>e there was double tne volume oi water at this

stage,. double the amounts of acetic anhyuride and sodium

hydrogen carconate were Uoad in tne subsequent acetylation

reaction, and a larger volume of he diculoraiethane used

to extract the ac.tyiateu glycols.

The revised metnod was as follows:- ethyl acetate

extracts containing the glycols Were reduced to uryness

in tne u~.uar way, and Urn residue resuspendeu in G. 5 ml

of distilled water. This was applied to a a.4 cm x 0.7 cm

column of 'mio-had' AGlxq rosin (f00-4sG mesh in the

chloride iorm), the ilas.c and column washed with L. 5 ml

of distill m water, and the PnrG and iillrG eiut e* with a

further G ml ox diotiiJL~-~ wafer.



0.6 ml of acetic anhydride and 1.2 g of sodium

hydrogen carbonate were added to the 8 ml of column eluate

The mixture was gently sLaxen to promote the reaction and

allowed to complete over 30 rain. Acetyl-I£."PG and acetyl-

Dtl'G were extracted from the agueous solution by slaking

for 3 rain with 15 ml of Is2 dichlormethane. 12 ml of the

lower organic layer was removed and transferred to a test

tube containing 1 g of anhydrous sodium sulphate,

stoppered and shaken to remove residual traces of water.

The extract was then filtered, reduced to dryness, resus¬

pended and trifluoracetylated as previously described.

The conditions for QIC had to be sli fitly altered to

per lit the simultaneous estima tion of HI,IPG and DLPC, since

with a column temperature of 190 °C used in the estimation

of BMPG- alone, the acetyl TFA-DHPG peak was iso0raphic

with hCH. A column te .perature of 180°C was similarly

useless since at this temperature, acetyl TFA-HMPG was

iso^raphic with a large c ntaminant peak. .VUen a column

temperature of 170°C was used it was found that both

acetyl TFA-I2.IPG and IIGH were uncontaainated, but the
• coty1-TFA-DHPG was nearly isographic (within 0.4 xin)
with a small contaminant peak. Because blank determina¬

tions show sd that this small peak had a constant low value

it was decided to use a column temperature of 170°J and

subtract from the DHPG derivative peak height the value

of the contaminant peak '..eight at the ace ty1-TFA-JEPG

position.
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The lowering of the column oven temperature by LO°C
caused a slowing of the retention times of the derivatives.

This was overcome by increasing the flow rate of the

carrier 0as, adjusting the ^as pressure to 1 Kg/cm^.
Fig.19 shows a typical recorder trace of a sample

derived from rat brain, and a superimposed method blank

(the latter shown as a dotted line in the region of the

acetyl-TFA-DHPG peak and the HCH peak position). The

retention times with this system were, aoetyl-TFA-HMPG,

4»9 min; acetyl TFA-BIIPG, 7.8 min; and HCH, 8.6 rain.

Fig.20 shows the recovery of increasing amounts of

both HMPG and DEPG added to the same aliquot of pooled

brain tissue and taken through the modified method. Both

HtlPG and GIIPG show a linear relation between the starting

amount- of the Olycois and the adjusted peak heights of

the derivatives, calculated from the same sample. The

points of intersection of the two curves with the ordinate

give the peak heights of the endogenous concentration of

the glycols in the pooled sample of brain. Tlie

slopes of the lines, calculated by the correlation of linear regression,

are almost parallel (HMPG slope = 0.241; DHPG slope = 0.212) indicating

that the recovery of the two glycols through the method is nearly the same.
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FIG.19 G.G. recorder trace of a sample from rat brain
showing retention times of acetyl-TFA-HMPG (4.9 min)»
aoetyl-TFA-DHPG (7.8 min) and HGK (8.7 min). The
dotted line indicates the appearance of the blank
at this position. Column aren temperature 170°C,
3CD temperature d50°0, argon: methane carrier gas

95:5 at 40 ml/min.
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r\9 HMH « t>HP6

PIG. 20 The recovery of HMPG and DHPG added to the same

aliquot of pooled rat "brain tissue and taken

through the method, modified for the simultaneous
estimation of HMPG and DHPG, showing the linear
relation "between starting concentration of glycols
and the H'30 or Df30 value. Each point is the
mean of two determinations. The "best straight
lines were drawn from the original data by the
method of least squares.

HMPG slope = 0.2hi
DHPG slope = 0.212
A comparison of the slopes by an analysis of
covariance indicated that the differc nee between

the slopes was not significant
(P ratio = 1.7hl9 •£' = 1 =6)
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TABU 5 Mean - D concentration of total 111-G

(free + conjugated) in whole rat brain,
cerebral cortex, and cerebellum.

Concentration of
Area total ng/g n

mean - Si)

Whole brain 95
+
41 21

Cerebral cortex 102
+

20 C f
05

Cerebellum 89
♦

30 10
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measured using the modified method for the simultaneous

extraction and derivative formation, are summarised in

table 6. Both the original method for HMPG and the modi¬

fied method gave similar values for the endogenous concen¬

tration of HMPG measured in whole rat brain and cerebral

cortex.

The ratio of total HMPG to total BHPG in whole brain

and cerebral cortex was Is 1.3 and 1:1.5 respectively, or

expressed as a mean percentage difference of the metabolites,

there was 38/- more total HMPG than total DHPG in whole brain

and 471a more total HMPG than total J3HPG in cerebral cortex

(Figs.21 and 22). This difference in the total (free and

conjugated) concentration of total glycols was attributable

to the fact that only trace amounts of free DHPG were

detectable in both whole brain and cerebral cortex, whereas

free HMPG was present in both, at concentrations between

20 ng/g and 26 ng/g, representing about one quarter of the

total HMPG concentration. Figs.21 and 22 also show that

in both whole brain and cerebral cortex, the ratio of the

glycol sulphate concentrations was unity, a finding which

agrees with a similar observation obtained from the intra¬

ventricular injection of (14C)-Dl-noradrenaline, followed

by the isolation of the radioactively labelled conjugate

fraction, where a ratio of unity for (14C) IIMPG-SO^ and
(14C)-DHPG-S04 was also found (Fig.8).
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: 6 Mean - 3 concentrations of free and conjugated
HMPG and DRPG in whole rat br°in and cerebral

*

cortex. Free DHPG was found in only 3 samples
from each group at the concent-'., tions indicated.

Area

concentration ng/g mean - cb n = 8

HMPG HMPG-SO Total dhpg* DHPG-SO„ Totai
iiuIPG DHPG

Whole
brain 23-5 58-10 84-14 5,3,3 56±8 57-8

Cerebral ,+ ly1 ,+li} n n c+r c

cortex cv~] °°"i4 iU»7»7 89-25
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FIG.21 Histogram showing the relative proportions of HMPG
and DHPG, free and conjugated found in whole rat
brain. (Mean - SH for 8 rats). No significant
difference was found between the concentrations

of HMPG-SO^ and GILPG-SO^ (t = 0.41 ) hut there
was 38^ more HMPG than I)HPG when expressed as

free + conjugated.
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FIG.22 Histogram showing the relative proportions of
KMPG and GHPG, free and conjugated found in rat
cerebral cortex (mean - 3D for 8 rats). No

significant difference was found between the con¬

centrations of hLIPG-SO^ and DiiPG-30^ (t =0.51 )
but there was 47/ more HMPG than DHPG when

expressed as free + conjugated.
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DISCUSSION

One part of this section describes the development of

methods to allow the extraction and purification of KMPG

and HSLPG-SO^ from rat brain, for quantitative analysis
using the fluorimetric method of Antun et al (1971)•
There were two main problems with the fluorimetric method.

a) at the excitation and emission wavelengths used,

there was a large fluorescence contribution to the blank

value which originated from solutions and materials used

in the purification procedure such as perchloric acid and

potassium hydroxide, and more particularly 'Belicase'

enzyme preparation. To overcome the blank contribution

from perchloric acid and potassium hydroxide, a boiling

water method was used to precipitate brain protein followed

by a petroleum ether extraction, when blank values were

obtained comparable to those obtained with distilled water

alone. Some reduction of the impurity introduced with the

•Helicase' preparation was made using chromatography with
' Sephadex' LH20 gel or •Bio-Bad' AGlx4 resin, but insuffi¬

cient to give a reasonable blank value. Attempts were

made to purify the enzyme preparation using dialysis or

chromatography on •Sephadex* G-200 gel, but both these

methods were of no U3e since the preparation also contained

an enzyme capable of digesting both the dialysis tubing

and the •dephadex* gel. One procedure giving some puri¬

fication was by making an acetone precipitate of the prepar¬

ation, but this technique was not used because of the possible

inconsistency in the enzymic activity after such treatment.
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By investigating the hydrolysis rate characteristics of
the 'Helicase* preparation, when applied to HMPG-SO^ in
rat brain, it was noticed that a reduction could be made to

one fifth of the amount of enzyme normally used for the

hydrolysis of liMPG-SO^ in urine. Although this reduced
the level of contamination considerably, the blank value

through the method was still too great (Fig. 11(c)) to allow

the accurate estimation of small quantities ( <- 200 ng) of

KMPG.

b) The second problem with the fluorimetric method was

that the sensitivity was too low. In pure solution, the

lowest concentration of HMPG giving twice the blank value

was 30 ng. Following the hydrolysis, extraction and puri¬

fication 3teps, the sensitivity deoreased to about 200 ng.

Antun et al (1971) described a similar loss of sensitivity

from 90 ng to 100 ng when the method wa3 applied to the

estimation of HMPG in urine. This was les3 important in

their case, since there is a much greater concentration of

HMPG in urine than in rat brain.

Various methods have been used for the quantitative

estimation of HMPG by gas liquid chromatography. Wilk

et al (1907, 1971 and 1972) and Bekirmenjian and Ivlaas

(1970) form a derivative of hMPG which has trifluoracetyl

groups attached to the phenol group in addition to the two

hydroxy1 groups forming the glycol moiety, whereas Sharman

(1969) Caesar and Sharman (1972) and Bond (1972) acetylate

the phenol group prior to fluoracylation of the glycol.

Bekirmenjian and Maa3 (1970) have criticised the method of
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Wilk (1967) on the grounds that •uncontrolled hydrolysis of

conjugated HMPG and the use of an AGlx4 resin resulted in

a 50^ loss of HMPG which limits the reproducibility of the

method' and describe simplifications in the technique, and

data on the hydrolysis of KMPG which enhances the reproduc¬

ibility and increases the recovery of the method. They

also point out, however, that trifluoraeetylation of the

phenol group does not take place in totally anhydrous con¬

ditions, such as when the ethyl acetate is dried with

phosphorous pentoxide. The relative hydration of the ethyl

acetate may then be the critical factor in the reproducibility

of the method. Acetylation of phenol groups, however, has

been shown to proceed easily and (quantitatively in aqueous

solution (Welsh 1955, Crawford and Yates 1970). Sharman

(1969) and Bond (197k) make use of this fact to overcome

the problem of the fluoracylation of the phenol group, and

also as an aid in the further purification of the glycol,

acetyl-HEPG being readily extracted with the hydrophobic

solvent Is2 dichlormethane, thus bringing the metabolite

into a phase suitable for the fluoracylation of the glycol-

hydroxyl groups. Shaman (1969) used the anhydride of

neptafluorobutyric acid to further acylate the glycol

group. This acetyl-rHFB derivative has the advantage of

producing a much greater BCD response than the comparable

acetyl TFA derivative used by Bond (1972), by virtue of

the greater number of attached fluorine atoms. Certain

problems, however, were experienced with the method of

Sharman. Firstly, although the derivative could be formed
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at all concentrations of acetyl-HMPG used, attempts to show

a linear relation between the amounts of starting material

and the electron capture detector response failed, and

secondly, the fact that the anhydride had a high boiling

point (108°C) made total removal of the reagent more diffi¬

cult than with the lower boiling (40°C) trifluoracetic
anhydride. Bond (1972) also expressed a preference for

the formation of the acetyl trifluoracetyl derivative on

the grounds that 'this appeared easier to form and once

formed was very stable*. No difficulty was experienced in

obtaining a linear relation between the amount of starting

material and the dGD response of the acetyl-TEA derivative

of HMPG formed as described earlier(FLg.lo).

The gas chromatography method described here is at

least fifty times more sensitive than the fluorimetric

method of Antun et al (1971) permitting the accurate esti¬

mation of both free and conjugated HMPG in parts of brain

weighing as little as 250 jig. iiecently, however, a fluori¬

metric method for the estimation of HMPG-30^ as the con¬
jugate, has been described (Meek and Naff 1972)which the

authors claim is 'about a3 sensitive as gas chromatography

methods but that it is more rapid and convenient'. This

involves the isolation of the conjugate fraction on a

column of 'D.2A3 Sephadex' after which it is eluted in a

pure form and condensed with ethylene diamine in the presence

of cysteine and perchloric acid at 10Q°C for 12 min, to

form a fluorphore. The sensitivity of the method is about

12 ng, which amount of IiMPG-SO^ in pure solution &ives a
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fluorescence intensity twice the blank. This method has

clear advantages since it eliminates the use of 'Helicaoe*

enzyme preparation for the hydrolysis of the conjugate, so

avoiding high method blank values, a factor which could

account for its high sensitivity. Although the authors

report that the fluorphore formation is very specific, the

only other compound forming a fluorphore, amongst a whole

list of catecholamine metabolites being free HMPG, they did

not exclude the possibility that DHPG-S04 also forms a
fluorphore. This is important since a preliminary evalua¬

tion of the use of the 'bSAB-Gephadex* column has shown

that (14C)-HMPG-304 and (14G)-GIIP&-GC4, prepared from
/14 v

( C)-DI/-noradrenaline as described earlier, are eluted

from the column in the same sample, if the procedure of Meek

and Neff (197<0 is followed. Similar values for the con¬

centration of HLiPG-SC>4 in rat brain to those reported here,
however, have been obtained by the authors, and a later pub¬

lication (Korf et al 1973) showing the effects of electrical

stimulation and electrolytic ablation of the locus coeruleus

on the concentration of HMPG-SO4 measured by the fluorimetric
method are consistent with results reported in Section II

of thi3 thesis and reported in the literature (waiter and

Gccleston 1973, Arbuthnott et al 1973). This saows that

their method is comparable to the method described here, but

perhaps less versatile in its present form, since the gas

chromatographic method is capable of measuring the concen¬

trations of both free and conjugated IILIPG and SiilG in parts

of brain without loss of sensitivity.
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Perhaps one criticism of the gas chromatography method

is the low recovery, 100 ng of HMPG added to pooled rat

"brain having a mean percentage recovery of only 35*1 - 3*3

(10) fmean - 33 (number of observations)j , but it was

found reasonable to sacrifice recovery for purity and

although the recovery was low, it was consistent, as shown

by the low standard deviation about the mean. This con¬

sistency is also reflected in figs.17 and kO which show the

linear relation between starting amounts of HMPG and DHPG

added to pooled rat brain and taken through the method,

and the 3CD response of the formed derivatives when

adjusted with respect to hexachlorooyclohexane# It should

be noted however, that greater recoveries could possibly be

obtained if a pure form of sulphatase enzyme was available

commercially since much of the purification procedure des¬

cribed here was concerned with the removal of impurities

introduced with the addition of the orude sulphatase

preparation 'Helicase'.

Reported values for the endogenous concentration of

HMPG in brain are few. Schanberg et al (19o8a) measured

the free and conjugated glycol in the rat, guinea pig, cat,

rhesus monkey and green monkey brain, whereas Sharman

(1969) measured the concentration of free IIMPG and DHPG

in the hypothalamus of the rabbit, mouse and cat. More

recently, Meek and Neff (197k) measured the sulphate ester

of HMPG in whole rat brain and parts of brain, and Korf

et al (1973) showed alterations in the endogenous levels

of IIMPG-30^ after electrical stimulation and electrolytic



ablation of the locus coeruleus. The reported values for

rat brain are summarised in table 7 along with values

reported in the results section.

The mean concentration of HMPG in rat brain was not

significantly different when measured by the original

method (table 5) or the method modified to permit the

3i-aultaneous measurement of DHPG (table 6). There was a

similar concentration of total HMPG (free and conjugated)

in whole brain, cerebral cortex and cerebellum. In whole

brain and cerebral cortex about a quarter of thi3 was con¬

sistently found a3 the free glycol (table 6). Ihi3 was

not the case with 3s4 dihydroxyphenol glycol, DHPG. Only

trace amounts of free DHPG (3 ng-10 ng) were detectable

in one or two of the nine samples derived from both whole

brain and cerebral cortex, whilst the sulphate ester of

DHPG was present in both preparations in concentrations

equal to the concentration of HMPG-30^. This would
immediately refute the idea that HMPG-SO^ is the major
endogenous metabolite of NA in rat brain, but since only

small amounts of free DHPG can be demonstrated, the concen¬

tration of total (free + conjugated) HMPG is greater than

the concentration of total DHPG.

Various reasons may be made to explain why HMPG should

be present in the free and conjugated form, whilst DIIPG is

found mostly as the conjugate.

a) One could consider that both glycols have equal access

to the sulphating enzyme system, but because HMPG has a
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TABLB 7 Mean concentre tion of IC.LPG and ; BG-sC. in rat

brain found by vr rious workers, compared to the
results obtained here. Values, although in
some cases re ,iore xuan double, are of the same

general order, falling within the range of
50-130 ng/g for I:iPG-SO ..

Area
Sohanberg
et al
(1968a)
ng/o

Meek
& Neff
(197>)
ng/g

Korf
et al
(1973)
no/g

This
Thesis
ng/g)

whole iree 0 - — i3

Hat Brain
Conjugated 130 - 53

Cerebral free - - — 26

cortex +

lippocampua
Conjugated «■» 7o 114 08
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3-methoxy group in place of a hydroxy1 group, this results

in steric hindrance, causing only the partial sulphation

of HMPG.

b) Alternatively one could consider that the two glycols

have unequal access to the sulphating enzymes. One reason

for this could be that if GQMT had an extraneuronal loca¬

tion, the 3-methoxy derivatives might then be less actively

taken up into the (nerve) cells than their 3s4 dihydroxy-

phenyl counterparts (Iversen i960). If this reasoning

was correct one might expect that electrical stimulation of

NA nerves would produce a greater increase in free HMPG

than in conjugated EMPG. This, however, does not appear

to be the case for stimulation of the locus coerulaus.

Fig.31 in bection II shows that electrical stimulation of

this nucleus produces an increase in HMPG-SO^ with no signi¬
ficant change in free HMPG, when whole brain is examined.

c) One explanation for the very low level of free DHPG

compared to free HMPG could possibly be made considering

the results of Eccleston and Ritchie (1973). They showed

that when DHPG was injected into the lateral ventricle of

the rat along with labelled sulphate, 37?& of the radio¬

activity appeared as HMPG-SO^ on subsequent analysis,
indicating a rapid methylation of DHPG prior to sulphation.

More experimentation will be necessary to fully explain

these phenomena, as well a3 the observations by other workers

that in some species such as the rabbit and the cat, sul¬

phation of HMPG would not appear to be a normal metabolic

route (Mannarino et al 1963)•
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In summary, this section describes the development of

a method for the quantitative estimation of HMPG and

HMPG-30^ in brain tissue, and the later modification of
the method to permit the simultaneous estimation of DHPG

and DHPG-SO^. The method is very sensitive, allowing
parts of rat brain to be analysed accurately without loss

of sensitivity, and giving results for the concentration of

HMPG and iMIPG-SO. not at variance with previously reported4 *

values# The techniques are applied in the next section

to a study of the effect of the physiological manipulation

of a NA-containing neuronal system in the brain, that from

the locus coeruleus to the cerebral cortex.



SECTION 2

THE EFFECT ON THE METABOLISM OF NORADRENALINE

IN RAT BRAIN OF THE ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL

MANIPULATION OF THE NUCLEUS LOCUS COEHULEUS
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INTKOIXJ CTION

Following the discovery that the catecholamines

noradrenaline and dopamine, and the indolamine 5-hydroxy-

tryptamine could be demonstrated biochemically in brain

tissue (Vogt 1954, Bertler and Hosengren 1959, Amin et al

1954, Oarlsson et al 195S, Montagu 1957), where they occurred

with unequal distributions, methods were sought to reveal

their cellular location.

The observation that tissue containing biogenic amines

became highly fluorescent when fixed in formalin led

"frank0 in 1955 to attempt to use this fluorescence as a

qualitative measure of noradrenaline and adrenaline in situ

in the adrenal medulla of the cat, from which he concluded

that 'noradrenaline is responsible for the fluorescence of
•#

the medullary islet which became visible only if the

sections are treated with formalin'. The use of formalin, .

however, had great disadvantages, since NA was readily

soluble in the fixative making the technique no use for

demonstrating NA in sympathetic nerves, where the concen¬

tration of the amine was relatively small and the possib¬

ility of diffusion, great. By freeze-drying the tissue

and treating with formaldehyde vapour from paraformaldehyde

at a specific humidity, greater control and sensitivity was

achieved for the production of the fluorescent derivatives

of the amines (Falck et al 1962, Falck 1962). Simultan¬

eously, the Swedish workers applied their techniques to the

study of the brain, looking first at the hypothalamus.

Here they found much evidance of fine structure exhibiting
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the green to green-yellow fluorescence which is character¬

istic of material containing catecholamines (Oarlsson et al

1962). Along with the histochemistry they used amine

depl ting agents such as reserpine, and synthesis inhibitors
such as meta-tyrosine and ^-methyl meta tyrosine to confirm

the identity of the particular amine made visible in this

area. They concluded that the abundant fluorescent

varicose fibres present were terminal structures from

adr nergic fibres in the brain. This prompted a great

deal more research on the amine containing systems present

in brain and leo to the discovery of discrete groups of

nerve cell bodies in the brain stem which became fluorescent

after treatment with formaldehyde (Dahlstrom and i-'uxa 1964)•

Th.se were of two distinct types, those showing a weak to

strong green fluorescence in normal animals and animals

treated with monoamine oxidase inhibitors, and those

showing a very weak yellow fluorescence in untreated

animals, which had a medium to strong yellow fluorescence

after the administration of monoamine oxidase inhibitors

to the animal. The authors attributed these cell types to

catecholamine and 5-HT containing cells respectively. They

went on to describe the occurrence of four groups of each

cell type in the medulla oblongata, three groups of each

type in the pons, three groups of each type in the

mesencephalon and two groups of catecholamine containing

cell bodies in the diencephalon. As well as noradrenaline,

dopamine also occurs in brain in concentrations large enough

to be responsible for some of the green fluorescence noted
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by Dahlstrom and Fuxe (1964) (Carlsson 1959» Bertler and

Rosengren 1959). Also, the distribution of DA in brain

does not parallel the distribution of NA, indicating that

dopamine is not just a precursor of noradrenaline, but has

some separate function. The main areas of high DA content

are the caudate nucleus and putamen, and the mesencepalan

(Carlsson 1959). It was shown later that in the human

brain one area with a fairly high dopamine content was the

zona compacta of the substantia nigra (Homykiewicz 1963)
and that the dopamine in the neostriatum occurs in very

high concentrations in nerve terminals which arise from the

cells of the substantia ni0ra region (Anden et al 1964).

The lower brain stem, that is the pons and the meculla

oblongata has a very low DA content compared to the concen¬

tration of noradrenaline, indicating that the green fluores¬

cent cells of the catecholamine type found in this area

are more likely noradrenaline containing. The most cons¬

picuous fluorescent cell body group in this area is the

group A6 (in the nomenclature of Dahl3trom and Fuxe 1964)

which occurs in the pons and which the authors describe as

•quite unique as regards its cell composition, practically

all of its closely packed nerve cells belong to the cate¬

cholamine type. This group 3eems to be identical with

the locus coeruleus*.

Using the same fluorescence hlstochemical technique

used for the demonstration of nerve cell bodies in brain,

Fuxe (1965) described the distribution of catecholamine-

containing and 5HT-containing nerve terminals in rat brain.
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The problem of distinguishing between DA-cntaining and

NA-containing terminals was again approached with the use

of the catecholamine synthesis blocker ^-methyl meta

tyrosine (^MMT). This drug blocks the resynthesis of

catsoholamines by competitive inhibition of the enzyme

tyrosine hydroxylase, causing a reduction in tissue fluor¬

escence. Carlsson 1964 and Fuxe 1965b have reported that

the recovery of fluorescence following a dose of^MMT is

faster with dopamine containing terminals than with nora¬

drenaline terminals and thi3 can therefore be used as a

diagnostic tool. Using this sort of classification, Fuxe

found, in the lower brain stem, high densities of NA-nerve

terminals in many of the visceral afferent and efferent

nuclei such as the nuclei of the solitary tract, the dorsal

motor nucleus of the vagus nerve, the motor nucleus of the

vagus nerve and the motor nucleus of the trigeminal nerve,

in the p 11 iu3 and obscura nuclei of the raphe system, in

parts of the reticular system and in the ventrolateral grey

matter of the mesencephalon, but the majority of lower

brain stem regions showed low density of catecholamine-

terminals, and in some regions such as the nucleus ruber

and large parts of the substantia nigra, no catecholamine

nerve terminals were apparent using this technique.

The hypothalamus had the highest density of NA-terminals

in the diencephalon, whilst in the remainder of the thalamus

only a scattered low density of terminals, or none at all,

were seen, with the exception of two nuclei, the anterior

ventral thalamic nucleus and the nucleus paraventricularis
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rotondocellularls, both of which had a very high density

of terminals. NA-terminals were present in most parts of

the telencephalon with considerable numbers being found in

the hippocampus, the amygdaloid, cortex and the gyros

cinguli and in the ventral part of the interstitial nucleus.

The neocortex and olfactory cortex contained a uniform

distribution of NA-terminals of medium to low density.

Dopamine nerve terminals were present in defined areas

such as tae neostriatum, the olfactory tubercle and the

nucleus accuiabens, with a high density in the median

eminence.

The origin of catecholamine nerve terminals has been

shown to reside in the catecholamine containing nerve cell

bodies previously described (Dahlstrom and Fuxe 1964) which

occur in the mesencephalon and the lower brain stem. Most

of the work concerned with mapping out these neuronal

systems has bean by making lesions at definite levels of

brain followed by examination of histological sections

rostral and caudal to the lesion for the accumulation of

fluorescent material, and also by examination of areas rich

in catecholamine terminals for changes in fluorescence.

Usi.g these techniques, Unger3tedt (1971) was able to con¬

firm earlier work which showed tnat ascending catecholamine

and 5HT pathways entered the medial forebrain bundle (Anden

et al, I960; 19s7> Da .lstrom et al 1964» L izou 1969),

that there was a DA-containing neuronal pathway from the

substantia nigra to the corpus striatum (Anden et al 1964,

liokielt and Ungerstedt 1969) and that neuronal pathways
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from the locu3 coeruleus gave rise to terminals having a

widespread distribution in the brain (Loizou 1969) and

more specifically in the cerebellum (Olson and Fuxe 1971).

Ungerstedt further showed that the locus co ruleus gave

rise to three catecholamine-oontaining pathways, a lateral

pathway to the cerebellum, -which enters via the medial

cerebellar peduncle, a descending pathway which innervates

the lower brain stem and probably makes synaptic contact

with the lower brain stein NA-containing nuclei, and a

major ascending pathway described by Ungerstedt as the

dorsal NA pathway. This pathway initially form3 the

dorsal part of the large bundle of NA-containing axons in

this region but 'at the caudal level of the nucleus pontis,

the axons turn dorso-medially to form a completely separated

dorsal bundle of axons' (Ungerstedt 1971) (Fig.23). At

the rostral level of the nucleus mamillaris, the axons of

the dorsal bundle turn ventrolaterally to rejoin the other

ascending NA and DA axons (Fig.24). The axons then ascend

in the medial forabrain bundle and in the septum and turn

caudally in the cingulum.

Lesions of the locus co^ruleus and the dorsal bundle

showed that this pathway innervates the cortex and the

hippocampus although the way of entry of the bundle into

these areas is obscure since lesions of the rostral hypo¬

thalamus were not as effective in denervating the cortex

as lesions of the dorsal bundle at the level of the

mesencephalon.



hypothalamus
ventral bundle

dorsal bundle

Sagittal projection of the ascending NA pathways.
The stripes indicate the major nerve terminal
areas. A6 is the locus coeruleus using the
nomenclature of Dahlstrom and Fuxe (1964).
Figure taken from Ungerstedt (1972).
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NORADRENALINE

septum

DOPAMINE

cingulum

ventral-
bundle

subst.gri:
centralis

n accumbens

tub olfactorium

n caudatus

n amygdaloid,
centralis

FIG.14 Horizontal projection of the ascending NA and DA
pathways. AG x the locus coeruleus, using the
nomenclature of Jahlatroa and ru&a (1964).
Figure taicen froa Un^eratedt (197*)•



Nerve terminals arising from the locus coeruleus were

found in practically all areas of the hrain but especially

in the neocortex the hippocampus and the cerebellar cortex.

The existence of catecholamine and 5HI-containing

pathways in the brain has been confirmed by studying the

biochemical effects of making specific lesions, or by

electrical stimulation of the cell bodies and axonal path¬

ways of these systems. lesions made in the ventromedial

tegmental area have been shown to cause a reduction in the

dopamine content of the basal ganglia and an alteration in

the activity of some catecholamine synthesising enzymes.

(Poirier et al 1965* Sourkes 1966, Goldstein, et al 1969)

and electrical stimulation in the region of the substantia

nigra caused the release of dopamine from the putamen

(McLennan 1965, Portig and Vo^t 1969)*

Electrical stimulation of the midbrain raphe system

has been shewn to ^ive rise to an increase in the turnover

of brain 5HT (Aghajanian et al 1967» Sheard and Aghajanian

196o, Kostowski et al 1969» Shields and Gccleston 197«0

and lesions of the medial forebrain bundle, the raphe area,

the hypothalamus and the septum caused reductions in the level

of 5HT in the brain (Harvey et al 1963, Jouvet et al 196b,

Kostowski et al 1968, Parent and Poirier 1969).

The effect of lesions on brain noradrenaline concentra¬

tions is not so well defined. Heller and Moore (1965)

and Moore et al 196b showed that lesions in the region of

the hypothalamus caused a reduction in brain NA and dopa

decarboxylase activity, and bourkes (i960) found an



ipsilateral decrease in DA and NA in the caudate and lenti¬
cular nuclei after a unilateral lesion of the ventromedial

tegmental area of the upper pons and midbrain, whilst

Benetato et al (1967) showed that lesions of the medial

forebrain bundle caused no reduction of noradrenaline and

adrenaline in the rat hypothalamus, amydala and hippocampus.

Also, Parent et al 0-969) could show no difference in the

hypothalamic NA concentration using a series of lesions in

the region of the medial forebrain bundle although the 5HT

concentration could be ipsilaterally reduced when the

lesion was of the medial forebrain bundle.

Arbuthnott et al (1970) showed that by stimulating the

noradrenaline containing pathways in the brains of rats

pretreated with NA synthesis inhibitors, a depletion of

catecholamine fluorescence could be obtained in areas of

brain rich in NA terminals, and that the distribution of

this depletion of fluorescence was different after stimu¬

lating the 'dorsal pathway' from the locus coeruleus, from

that obtained after stimulating the ventral NA-pathway

arising from the other NA brain stem nuclei. They showed

that 'dorsal pathway* stimulation caused a more rapid

depletion of catecholamine fluorescence in the hippooampal

formation, the neocortex and the gyrus Qingulum, without

any increased rate of depletion in the hypothalamus, the

preoptic area, the nucleus interstialis striae terminalis

and the ventral part of the limbic system. Stimulation of

the 'ventral pathway', however, caused a more rapid

depletion of fluorescence in the hypothalamus, the preoptic
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area, the amygdaloid corte and the septal area on the

stimulated aide with no observable effects in the neocortex

the oingulum and the hippocampus.

Two groups have put forward possible explanations of

tae function of the very diffuse neuronal system which has

its cell bodies in the locus cosruleus and axon projections

which terminate in all cortical areas of brain (and

possibly also hypothalamus), these explanations based on

observations they have mode of alterations in the behaviour

of animals which had had either lesions of the system, or

had chronically implanted electrodes and had been trained

to stimulate themselves.

Jouvet and his group made bilateral lesions of the

locus coerulsus and the raphe nuclei in cats to discover

the importance of these nuclei in sleep iec enisms. from

their results they postulated that the control of total

atonia in paradoxical sleep is performed through the loous

coeruleus since cats with bilateral locus coerulaus lesions

could not achieve atonia although they showed the normal

electrical effects of paradoxical sleep.

On the other hand, Crow et al 197* have shown that rats

with chronically implanted electrodes with tips at the locus

ooeruleus can be trained to repeatedly press a lever which

delivers to them a train of stimuli, a type of positive re¬

inforcement behaviour described earlier by various workers

who made .ore rostral
. laoe aents of electrodes. (Old 3 and

Milncr 1954, Olds et al I960, Wilkinson, and reele 19©3,

Valenatein 1966). Self stimulating behaviour was also
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shown to he supported in the region of the superior cere¬

bellar peduncle (0*Donahue and Hagamen 1967» Routtenberg

and Malsbury 1969) and in soUe parts of the floor of the
fourth ventricle (Routtenberg and Malsbury 1969)* Crow

(197h) also demonstrated that electrical self stimulation

in the ventromedial tegmental area of the mesencephalon

was associated with aLectrode tips at dopamine containing

cell bodies (groups A8, A3 and A10 of Dahlstrom and Fuxe

1964). When previous results describing areas of self

stimulating behaviour are compared with the more recent

detailed maps of catecholamine-containing neuronal systems

(Ungerstedt 1971), there is a good correlation of sites

of self stimulation with the catecholamine containing systems.

Crow (1973) has therefore suggested that electrical self

stimulation in brain is associated only with these systems,

and on the basis of the anatomical nearness of central

olfactory connections and central gustatory connections

with the DA-containing and NA-containing systems respect¬

ively, has suggested that the latter systems ore involved

in 1incentive motivational1 and •reinforcement' components

of the animals exploratory drive. These behavioural

asp cts are discussed more fully later in the light of

results obtained in this section.

The work in this section describes the effect on the

total (free + conjugated) liMPG- concentration in rat brain

of

a) acute electrical stimulation of the locus coeruleus

under halothane anaesthesia;
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b) after electrolytic ablation of the locus coeruleus

and c) after conscious electrical self stimulation in

animals having; chronically implanted electrodes with the

electrode tip at the locus coeruleus.

A preliminary report on the effect of electrical

stimulation on the relative concentration of liMPG and GHPG

in rat cerebral cortex is also included.
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METHODS

stereotaxic location of the locus coeruleus

a.) Surgical techniques

Grow et al (1972) have used trie following stereotaxic

co-ordinates for the location of the locus coeruleu3, using

animals 180-200 g in weight

anterior posterior co-ordinate (Al) 1.8 am posterior

to the apex of the lambda suture in the aid line,

lateral co-ordinate (L) 1.0 mm lateral to the mid line,

vertical co-ordinate (V) 6.5 ram from the surface of

the skull, when the skull surface between the lambda

and bregma sutures was in a horizontal plane.

To facilitate reproducibility, it was decided to define

the (Al) co-ox"dinate in terms of the ear bar zero and the

(7) co-ordinate with respect to the position of the upper

in cioor bar set at 2.4 mm below the interaural line (as

in konig and Miippel 1963). histological analysis of the

electrode tip position showed that with rats 180-200 g,

there was a greater than oOf chance of the electroae tip

being at the locuo coeruleus when the following stereotaxic

co-ordinates were usedt-

(A!) 1.7 mm posterior to the ear bar zero

(1) - 1.0 mm to the mid line suture

(V) b.5 mta below the skull surface.

Much less success was obtained with the co-ordinates

of Grow et al (1972), probably because of slight variation

in the position of the lambda apex.
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The ear bar zero position for the (Ax3) co-ordinate

was obtained as follows:- the electrode was clamped in

the electrode holder, and after checking thet it was

vertical, the tip of the electrode was located at the point

of a sharp ear bar clamped in position in the frame. This

vernier reading wa3 the (AP) zero position from which the

required (AP) co-ordinate vernier reading was calculated.

The electrode holder and ear bar were then removed from

the frame.

Hats weighing between 180 and 200 g were placed in a

plastic box, through which was passed 1.6/ halothane in

oxygen to render the animals unconscious, after which they

were transferred to a fx)avid Kopf1 stereotaxic frame

(No. 1830) fitted with a rat ir^cisor bar adapter, set at
2.4 mm below the interaural line. The head of the rat was

fixed in position by inserting ear bars into both external

auditory aieata (sharp ear bars for acute experiments and
o

45 tip bars for recovery experiments, the latter used to

prevent the puncture of the ear drum). The upper in cisors

were then hooked over the in^pisor bar, and the nose held
in position with the screw clamp. The animal was maintained

under anaesthesia by a supply of 0,8';.' halothane in oxygen

delivered through a plastic bag fitted ov;r its nose (Fig.25)»
A mid-line ir^pision was made to reveal the skull surface
about 0.3 a& anterior and posterior to the lambda suture,

clearing the overlying connective tissue. The electrode

holder was placed in the frame and the tip of the electrode

located just above the mid-line suture of the skull, to
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FIG.25 Plate showing the experimental procedure for
stereotaxic surgery with the rat in the frame
and the electrode in position. Anaesthetic was
delivered to the n t through the plastic bag
over the rat*s nose.
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•jive the (L) co-ordinate zero position, fro . which the (I)
co-ordinate was calculated. This method has been shown

(Shields 1972) to locate the aid line more accurately than

the alternative method of centering the rat in the stereo¬

taxic frame. Using the (AP) and (L) co-ordinates, the

electrode tip was located at the position for entry and

lowered to just touch the skull surface. This gave the

(V) co-oi-dinate zero reading from which the (V) co-ox'dinate

was calculated. The position for entry was marked on the

;scull and a 2 mm diameter hole drilled in the skull using

a dental drill fitted with a BS 6 burr, the hole being

sealed . ith sterile bone wax. The electrode tip was once

more located at the point of entry using the (AP) nd (1)

co-ordinates and then lowered through the bone wax into

the brain to the calculated depth.

The stimulating or coagulating current was then passed

as described later, after which the electrose was withdrawn

from the brain and the electrode holder removed. During

this procedure the temperature of the naesthetised rat

was maintained at 37°G using a thermal blanket connected to

a probe inserted in the rectum of the rat.

Stimulated animals were removed from the frame, de¬

capitated and the brains carefully removed for biochemical

and histological analysis.

The scalp wound of recovery animals was dusted with

antibiotic powder (Polyb ctrin, Galmic Ltd.), the wound

closed with : ichel clips (12 mm, martin ) and the animals

placed in a clean cage under infra-red illumination to
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maintain body temperature between 37°C and 33 G for 1 hour

postoperative. Clips were removed 10-14 days post¬

operatively under light halo /nana anaesthesia. In uni¬

laterally ablated rats, no abnormal behaviour was noticed,

and animals after a brief pause (2 days) continued to gain

weight at the normal rate. Two rats in the group with

bilateral lesions, however, died shortly after recovery

from anaesthesia, and it is also of interest to note that

the remaining four rats showed a striking behavioural

syndrome of marked hyperkinesia and repeated jumping which

appeared within two hours after recovery from anaesthesia

and lasted for four hours. (This behaviour with bilater¬

ally ablated rats has, however, not been repeated with

further groups of rats used for other purposes. There has

also been no further postoperative mortality.) Three

weeks postoperative the rats were killed by cervical

fracture and the brains carefully removed for histochemical

and biochemical analysis.

For recovery experiments in which the electrode was

permanently implanted in the brain ('self-stimuleting rats'),

male Hooded Lister rats of the same weight ran_e were used,

and the surgical procedure modified in the follow! g way:-

In addition to the burr hole through which the electrode

would pass, five more holes were drilled end tapped, into

which b-BA nylon screws were fixed. These screws served

as anchor points for the dental cement. The electrode,

mounted in an 'ITT Gannon 3A 2P* plug which allowed for

ease of electrical connection post-operetive, was inserted
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in. position in the brain so that tuo tip was at the locus

cooruleus. With the i,cmporalis muscle on each side of

the Sxcull retracted, d ental acrylic cement was poured

arounu the electrode assembly and nylon screws. <7hen

firmly set the retracted muscles were released, positioned»

and after dusting the wound with antibiotic powder, the

wound was sewn up. Following recovery, animals were placed

in a standard operant conditioning apparatus designed to

train the animals to stimulate themselves by pressing a

lever, this described later.

After a period of .self stimulating behaviour, rats

were billed by cervical fracture, and the brain carefully

removed for biochemical and his to chemical analysis.

b) Kiatochemical methods

Histological analysis was made by using either a modi¬

fication of the Kluver iiarrera (19b3) technique, or by

making frozen serial sections and stainin with toluidine

blue.

The modified Kluver Parrera technique

With the dorsal surface of the brain uppermost, the

brain stem and cerebellum was dissected from the brain by

making a vertical, cut in the frontal plane at the level of

the posterior colliculus. The brain stem and cerebellum

were fixed by placing in a 10'/ solution of Formal Saline

for at least 2 days, after which the tissue was dehydrated

by immersing for 12 hours each in 50^, 702, 902 and

absolute ethanol (2 times). The tissue was then cleared
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in chloroform and vacuum embedded in paraffin wax at 54°C.
Ribbons of sections were cut using a standard microtome

and floated onto microscope slides precoated with a thin

film of albumin in glycerol. Staining was with Luxol fast

blue and Cresyl violet performed as follows:- sections

were freed from paraffin wex with xylene for 10 min and

partially rehydrated using absolute ethanol and 90}

ethanol for 5 min each. The sections were stained with

Luxol fast blue for 1 hour at 57°C (0.1i; Luxol fast blue in

absolute etnanol containing 5 ml of 10/■ acetic acid per

litre). Sections were then further rehydrated by immersing

in 70$ ethanol and distilled water for 5 min each. Differ¬

entiation of the Luxol fast blue stain was made by alter¬

nate immersion in 0.05$ lithium carbonate solution (5 min)

and 70$ ethanol (5 min) until satisfactory (usually twice).

Counterstaining was then made with 0.1$ cresyl violet

in 70$ ethanol at 37°C for 10 min, and this further differ¬

entiated using absolute ethanol. The doubly stained

sections were cleared in xylene and mounted with Canada

balsalm in xylene.

This method had the advantage that it revealed nerve

cells and fibre tracts, and every section was available

for examination, enabling the exact location of the elect¬

rode tip to be accurately determined. The method was,

however, tine consuming when compared to the cryostat

sectioning technique coupled to toluidine blue staining.
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Cryoatat sectioning and toluidine blue staining

This method had the advantage that it was very quick

and produced little distortion of structure, but had the

disadvantage that prolonged storage of tissue prior to

sectioning was not possible.

With the dorsal surface of" the brain uppermost, a

vertical cut in the frontal plane was made at the level of

the posterior colliculus, and the brain stem with overlying

cerebellum cooled at -20°C for 5-10 min until firm. A

second vertical cut in the frontal plane was then made at

a level just caudal to the paraflocculus. This gave a

slice of tissue about 5 mm thick, which was placed with the

posterior frontal plane flat against a .cork disc, lubri¬

cated with a drop of water and the cork disc fixed onto a

microtome chuck by rapid freezing using a carbon dioxide

expansion device (South London Electrical Equipment Co.).

The chuck was fi ed onto the microtome (Pearse cold micro¬

tome type B) maintained at -20°C and serial frozen sections

15 thick taken for staining.

Automatic staining of the sections was made using

toluidine blue as follows:- After fixing the sections by

suspension over a 70/ formaldehyde solution for 5 min the

sections were successively immersed in;

(a) 100; ethan.,_ for 1 min

(b) 50/^ Methanol for 2 min

(c) distilled water for 2 min

(d) 0.2; aqueous solution of toluidine blue for 5 ain

(e) 50^ ethanol for 2 min
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(f) lOO?:' ethanol fox- 2 min

(g) xylene for 2 rain.

fixe sections were cuen mounted with Canada balsama

in xylene. (maszlo, unpublished method)

Electrical stimulation of the locus coeruleus

a) Choice of eleotrodes

Shields and Ecoleaton (1972) used concentric bipolar

electronesfor the electrical stimulation of the midbrain

raphe nucleus. These were constructed by cementing a

O.lh mm varnished steel wire (Johnson Matthey Metals Ltd.)

into stainless steel tubing 0.38 mm outside diameter using

•Araldite' varnish No. PZ 989. The outside of the elect-

roue was insulated with 'Bakelite' lacquer No. L3128, and

connecting wires soldered on with 'Arax* acid cored solder.

The central wire was alio ed to project 1 mm beyond the

tube and 0.4 mm of this was scraped clean. 0.5 mm of the

end of the outer tube was also scraped clean to allow

current to flow between outer and inner portions. The

electrodes generally had a resistance of between 30 and 50

K ohms in 1/ saline.

Although these electrodes were effective in stimulating

the locus coeruleus, causing an increase of HIVLPG (free +

conjugated) in whole brain and in the cerebral cortex (see

results, tuis section), the effect in the cerebral cortex

was always bilateral, t -t is, both the cortex on the

stimulated and opposite sides had similar raised levels of

metabolite. Since Ungerstedt (1971) has shown that the
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FIG.26 llectrical circuit used for stimulation experiments.
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conjugated) were measuredj-

(a) The effect of the frequency of stimulating pulses

(b) The effect of the current strength of stimulating

pulses, using concentric bipolar electrodes and

unipolar electrodes.

The time of stimulation in all experiments was 45 min.

Id thod for the production of self-stimulation with electrodes

in the region of the locus coeruleus.

a) Electrodes

Two strands of oO jim 'Teflon'-coated stainless steel
wire were twisted together to form a bipolar electrode.

The electroue was then mounted in a special plug assembly

(ITT Oannon SA2P) which contained sockets for the supply

leads.

b) Circuit (Fig.27)

The rat was placed in a standard operant conditioning

apparatus (Foringer Apparatus Inc.) (Fig.28) at one side

of which was a lever placed 8 era from the floor of the

cage. Depression of the lever triggered the release to

the animal through the stimulating electrode, of a 200 msec

train of 100 H unidirectional pulses of 0.5 msec durationz

from a 'Devices* isolated stimulation unit. A 200 msec

gate was included in the circuit to ensure that a full

200 msec pulse was delivered before further triggering

occurred. A voltage step on the isolation unit provided

the mean3 for increasing the current strength, the value
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PIS. <^3 Plate snowing a rat in the opor conditioning
apparatus in the process of pressing the lever,
to receive an elect ical otlaulu , via the leads,
to the electrode asaeably taountod on it*3 head.
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of which was measured by a meter in circuit.

h:;to were trained to respond during three test sessions

of t least 30 min each, when the rat was introduced to the

lever, and trained to pre... it, depression of which caused

electrical stimulation of the area of brain surrounding

the electrode tip. The current strength was increased in

successive 15 P steps until lever pressing wan established.
The response rate to classify the animals as positive for

electrical self-stimulition, was at least 500 lever de¬

pressions per hour over two 15 min test periods.

Electrolytic ablation oi' the locus coeruieus

Unipolar electrodes of the type used for electrical

stimulation, were used to cause an electrolytic x.e..ion in

the brain at the electrode tip. A simple circuit was

needed for this procedure (fig.19)* A Lc volt battery

eliminator was Uoed to give a direct curx^ent supply, which

passed from the positive pole, through a. meter and a switch

to the electrode, an indifferent electrode clipped to the

scalp wound completing the circuit. As the current varied

between 50 pA and 300 pA, depending on the state of the
electrode, the pulse time was adjusted so that a total

charge of o millicoulombs was passed.

quantitative estimation of llllfG and JHPG

The concentrations of illPG and in some experiments

the ratio of L11PG to Diix-G, were measured, after stimulation

or ablation of the locus coeruleus, using the techniques

deacrib :d in section I of this thesis.
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FIG*9 31ectrical circuit u.^ed for causing an electrolytic
lesion of the locus coeruleus.
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RESULTS

Effect of anaesthesia and surgery on metabolism

since most of the r,tinulation and abl tion experiments

involved anaesthetisiur, ti..e animals, it -.vac necessary to

test whether the anaesthetic had any effect on the level

oj- - - ru in the Drain# x/i.■ a J x ou.ixu u:— -o d x e t x—

, .... ... .. . tx* ..X- _• '-j ... ^ , J X...... X.. ■*. . J L J o11 ue

5-hy d rox„/ inJ Ox. c acetic sxu j and m.x —us ^ln,7xy

found that urethnne doubled the 5LIAA level in rrt brain,

<7i.il >t i.'ilotx' ne bed no effect. It was also possible that

there mi..at be some effect on metabolism as a result of

tne surgical procedures.

x our rats, therefore were anaest. ti ai with i alothane

in oxy on, an electrode implanted in the region of the

xocus cocrux.-.-uo, and xuess ani a..j_s lei't xor x hour ..itnout

Lj wx. xU.i uion bixGn xki^.a. .u • jui±3 concorii»x,i j jloii oi IxiuX^Ci

was o..ion -xiGchhSii-L*oci in. cox s^x*ai cor u0^ u t»li3 vaiu.0com-*

pared to a roup of three r-tr of the 3a .to lister v/hich

received no treatment, • e r-'.suits in x-ble vi ttr-t

the procedure had no effect on the level of the nora¬

drenaline netabolite in cortex.

The effect of electrical stimulation of the locus cocruleus

on the concentration of ^ xs in rat bx^ain

a) Coni'irfaetion of electrode position

In a prelimin ry series 01 experiments, the position

of tue stimulatin0 electro,a in relation to the locus

coerui" u.. s deter .i d o„ h :i; , frozen . srial sections
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TABLI 3 The effect of anaesthesia on the endogenous
concentration of total HMPG (free + conjugated)
in rat cerebral cortex.

Non-Experimental Halothane in Oxygen

left
(ng/g)

Right
(ag/g)

Left
Ug/g)

Right
(ng/g)

94 117 74 91

78 61 31 119

130 81 125 105

102 119

101 - 27 86 i 28 83 - 40 109 - 13 Mean - SD

L ♦ Kf 94-26 L ♦ R, 96 - 31 Mean - SB
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of the Drain stem and cerebellum and stainin0 with toluidine

blue. Pig.30 shows part of the electrode braok ending

ju^t dorsal to the locus co ruleus. .then cue electrode

in vV-L. uiivix' -'-vVii XJXV.-Xii* oii0 vi'a \s±„ J. ii—w Uu >.<X wix uXOOvif

itnidi. -i. OiV.c vl^ •••• >c - ■-*- - wv-w *. -J k*-*-- c •••• < w X ■•• •—

cadura. I'L: locus cooralnils (10) i tl. compact nucleus

made up of small call bodies. The adjacent roup of

1 r er cell-v forms -r rt o the nucleus of the m :eneeph lie

tract of the trigeminal nerve.

In subsequent eti .lulstion experiments, routine histology

,vas not carried out, therefore no selection of an.- .u is was

made on tnis basis.

h) f'he effect on liu-d concentration

the efxect of stimuis.ting tne left nucleus locus
V

oo . x1 ixx i; oio on, ii *.10 c oncon ui'ci- «ion o i x jto o j .... u ctiiii iix**.'

:xo'-iu~*-9d >j0^'. x*':. wolj in v/iiolo x* t ox*ciin x ... own in. X i^* xi*

■ ti. ..... L-:n r )d (i: < . f ) .. i:'3e; :■ in

conju ■ ted iihPG- but . a no effect on the level of the free

;lycol. Control values wore obtained from animals with

an implanted electros a but not stimulated.

Following on from t,:e work of Unjerstedt (1971) who

jbowed that there was a direct, largely uncrossed pathway

fi om ui.- ^ locus ooerui us oo 0**3 o jrebrul cor usx, i 1# vva—>

decides go liiVv -ui J- os ,.ue o—. ._* ss-o-rloal ■ oj mix gigs of

this nucleus would cause an. increase of II-G in cortex, as

a result of n incre° ed rolraee of noradrenaline. In

the followinc experiments, therefore, the 1eft locus

coeruleus of a group of rats was stimulated electrically,
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IG» 30 Plate of frontal section of rot brain at the level
of the 4th ventricle, showing the electros© track
ending just Jorsal to the loft loeu.> coeruleus*
Toluidine blue stain X30.

Key C3R » cerebellum

3T « electroie track

1C * locus coeruleus

V -» nucleus of mesencephalic tract
of trigeminal nerve

Vent = 4th ventriole.
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FlG>il She effect of electrical stimulation cf the locus

ooerultus on the concentrations of free and

conjugated H id in whole rat brain* Comparison
was made with animals in which an electrode was

implanted but not stimulated* Mean - CP
(number of animals) P-vaiuos calculated from
Students t-test.
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and the separate left and right cerebral cortex taken and

analysed for the concentration of total HMPG (free +

conjugated). Control groups had electrodes implanted but

were not stimulated. Fig.32 shows that stimulation did

result in an increase of the noradrenaline metabolite in

cortex, but, although there was a trend for the cortex on

the stimulated side to have greater values than the contra¬

lateral cortex, there was no significant difference between

the two sides. It was felt, however, that the possible

unilateral nature of the rise of HMPG should be investigated.

Two modifications to the technique were therefore made.

Firstly, unipolar electrodes were used in place of bipolar

ones, in an attempt to localise the stimulus, since it was

thought that the reason for the bilateral rise might be due

to simultaneous stimulation of the opposite nucleus locus

coeruleus, and secondly, the stimulus current strength

was altered for the same reason.

Tables 9 and 10 show the effect of the type of elect¬

rode on the level of total HMPG in cerebral cortex U3ing

a stimulus current strength of 0.2 mA (table 9) and 0.05 mA

(table 10). Control values, which ranged between 86 ng/g
and 120 ng/g were normal and for the sake of clarity are

not included in the tables. It can be seen that with a

current strength of 0.2 mA, stimulation with both unipolar

and bipolar electrodes resulted in a similar rise of meta¬

bolite on both sides of cortex. At 0.05 mA, however,

examination of the individual results shows that with uni¬

polar electrodes, two animals had a rise of HMPG in the
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200n
| |CONTROL

STIMULATED

150 H

P< 00025

12

ng
MHPG

100-

50-

P<0 005

12 K001

12

Left hand Right hand Left»
cortex cortex right hand

cortices

ii'ICr* 32 Tho effect of electrical stimulation of the left

locus ooerulous on the concentration of total

iiiaPO (free + conju., ted) in rat cerebral oortex.
P-valuea are calculated using students t-teat.
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TABU 9 The effect of the type of electrode on the
concentration of total HMPG (free + conjugated)
in rat cerebral cortex following stimulation
for 4b min u, ia^ o.t m eouo— t current purses
at 10 per second.

Unipolar Joncenlrie Bipolar

Left Bight Left hi . -

(ng/ig) (ng/g) (ng/g) (n 7 )

233 247 163 146

138 230 170 175

215 248 196 206

312 283 138 126

291 243 218 197

243-52 250 ± 19 177 - 28 170 - 30 Mean - SB
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TAB1/5 10 The effect of the type of electrode on the
concentration of total HMPG (free +

conjugated) in rat cerebral cortex following
stimulation for 45 lain using 0.05 mA constant
current pulses at 10 per second.

Unipolar Concentric Bipolar

Left
(ng/g)

Bight
(ng/g)

Left
(ng/g)

Bight
(ng/g)

107 102 342 332

118 109 300 377

136 102 371 305

177 109 359 284

230 155

154 - 50 115 - 22 343 - 27 324 - 35
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cortex of the stimulated side with control values on the

contralateral sidef one animal showed increases on both

sides but with a greater increase on the stimulated side

and two animals had control values (presumably because of

incorrect electrode placement). Using concentric bipolar

electrodes at this current strength, values were similar

on both sides of cortex.

When the current strength was increased to 0.1 aA

(table 11) there was a greater increase in the levelof

HMPG in the cortex on the stimulated side than at 0.05 mA,

but also a slight increase in the level of the metabolite

on the conti-alateral side. Individual results show that

three rats of the five had a marked differential between

stimulated and contralateral cortical concentrations of

HMPG, one rat had similar raised values for both sides and

one rat had control values. These results are summarised

in Pig. 33. Using a paired t-test analysis with all values

included, there was a significant difference between stim¬

ulated and contralateral sides at current stren ths of

0.05 raA (P<0.05) and 0.1 mA (P < 0.025).

An investigation of the optimum frequency of stimula¬

tion using 0.1 mA constant current pulses 2 msec in duration

showed that (Fig.34) the greatest mean percentage increase

of total HMPG (free + conjugated) occurred at a frequency

of 2 per second (P 0.0005) which is near the spontaneous

firing rate of the cells of the loous coeruleus reported

by Graham and Aghajanian (1972). dtimulation at a

frequency of 5 Hi 10 Hz, and 20 Hz. , however, also
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TABLE II The effect of stimulating the left locus
coeruleus for 45 min on the concentration

of total If PGr (free + conjuj t ) in rat
cerebral cortex, using unipolar electrodes
with 0.1 :aA constant current pulses at
10 per second.

Stimulation at 0.1 mA

Left Bight
(ng/g) (ng/ g)

2ok J-44

2o0 175

275 x5n

291 2ol

121 110

246 - 71 171 - 54
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FIG. 13 The effect of varying the stimulus current
strength on the lean - ^ concentration of total
-fu (free + conju,./ tod) in left (stimulated) and
right (unoti ,ul tad) cortex. H » 5 for each point*
Paired t-teat analysis at the various current
strengths showed a significant difference at
0.05 ai (P< 0.05) and 0.1 oA (P<0.0i5)*
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Constant current pulses of 0-1mA, 2ms duration

I'TG. 34 The effect of varying the frequency of otiauli on
the rise of total HMPG in rat cerebral cortex,

showing- the a.aan percentage rise (n » 4 for each
stimulated ^roup and for controls). Single
tailed .^-values are calculated using the Students
t-test are related to the meaa control value.
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caused a significant rice in the noradrenaline metabolite

(5 Hz. , P< 0.0025} 10 Hz , P : 0.025; 20 Hz. , P<0.0125;

Student t-test).

A preliminary experiment was carried out to assess the

effect of electrical stimulation on the relative concentra¬

tions of DHPG and HMPG in rat cerebral cortex. The left

locus coeruleus of a group of five rats was stimulated for

45 aiin using 0.2 mA constant current pulses at 10 per second.

A control group had electrodes implanted but was not

stimulated. Pooled left and right cortex was analysed

for the concentration of HMPG and DHPG using the modified

method described in Section I. Examination of the indi¬

vidual figures in Table 12 shows that two of the five

animals stimulated had raised levels of both HMPG and DIIPG

in cerebral cortex and the other three animals had levels

which were of the same order a3 control values. Although

the mean percentage differenceof HMPG and DHPG was not

significantly different between the stimulated and control

groups, the difference in the two metabolites was much

less between the two rats with raised levels and the other

three rats of the same group*

The relation between electrioal self stimulation behaviour

in animals with electrode tip3 in the region of the locus

coeruleus, and the cerebral cortex HMr'G concentration

Crow et al (1972) have shown that the positive re¬

inforcing behavioural phenomenum of electrical self

stimulation in the region of the fourth ventricle, is
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TAB IT 12 The effect of electrical stimulation of the
locus coerulsus for 45 min on the concentrations
of' total (tree + conjugates) ana .ui-iPGr in
rat cerebral cortex, showing tli t where stimu¬
lation cau oi an increase of (Stimulated
2 and 3) there was odso cx/*\ increase of
ijhrh.

HMPCr
Uo/o^

DHPG

(ag/g)
Percentage
Difference

DHPG = 100*

Control 1 142 90 58
o
t- 153 106 44

3 163 136 OA

r-.

mean - su 153 - 9 ill - 19
! ^H

1+ Hc

Stimulated 1 172 93 85

2 211 172 23

3 196 189 4

4 162 93 74

5 170 92 86

mean - si) 161 - 16 lib - 43 54 - 34
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closely correlated with the site of the electrode tip

being close to the locuo coeruleus and the nucleus of the

mesencephalic tract of the trigeminal nerve. Since

electrical stimulation of the locus coeruleus under halo-

thane anaesthesia causes an increase in the level of HMPG

in rat cerebral cortexf a similar increase may occur during

conscious electrical self-stimulation. Experiments were,

therefore, designed to test this.

Two control groups of animals were used, a non-experi¬

mental group and a group which had electrodes implanted

but were not stimulated. There was no difference between

the cortical IMPS concentration of the two groups, and so

the results from the two were pooled, giving a mean cortical

concentration of total HMPG (free + conjugated) of 146 -

38 ng/g (14) (mean - 3D, number of determinations) for

Hooded lister rats.

Animals showing a positive self stimulating response

were also divided into two groups. Six rats were allowed

to consciously self stimulate for one hour, receiving a

200 msec train of 0.5 msec pulses at 100 Hz each time the
lever was pressed (an average of about once every 4 seconds).
A further three rats were anaesthetised with halothane in

oxygen and operator stimulated at a comparable rate, that

is once every 4 seconds). The current strength varied

for each rat, predetermined in the conditioning period.

As a further control, a group of 5 animals, which had

electroses implanted and had received operant conditioning
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but had not shown self stimulating behaviourf were

anaeatnetised with ualothane in oxygen and operator stim¬

ulates au tu.e same rate as the self stiixui tlon Oroup.

Ax tor one u.our, u^o rats were mimic! cervical

fracture, the brains re^ov:d and the cortex dissected for

IE,IPG analysis. The brainstem and cerebellum was removed

and placed in 10^ Formal-saline prior to histological

analysis of the electrode tip position using the Xluver-

Barrera technique.

The concentration of total IlMPG (free + conjugated)

in left and right cerebral cortex is summarised in table 13.

All animals had stimulating eiectroaes implantea in the

left locus coerulcus. In the group of five rats .vliich

had been trained, but h'd not shown self stimulating be¬

haviour, after one hours electrical stimulation under

halo thane anaesthesia tae cortical concentration of I1.IPG

was identical with the control 3roup. The group of

three self stimulating animals which were operator

stimulated under halothane anaesthesia, ho..ever, showed

a marked ipsilateral rise of 'uMfG, The left (stimulated)

cortex contained more tnxn double the control .alue of

the metabolite, whilst the contralateral cine showed only

a smaller increase in I"-IPG. The group of six positive

animals allowed to consciously elf stimulate for one

hour showed a comparable total increase in HI.IPG but with

a less marked ipsil; teral nature. Tabic 14 shows the

response rate, stimulation current strength and iiMPG con¬

centration for each positive" animal. No correlation was
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TABLE 13 Mean - 2J concentration of total II-IPG (free +

conjugated) in left and right cerebral cortex.
All animals had stimulating electrodes implanted
in the left locus coeruleua. f-values are

from single tailed Students t-test and refer to
the control values. The number in brackets is

the number of animals.

P < 0.01

P K 0.0005

Tvitp nf total KMPG
rrocedure ^Experimental rat Left Gortex Hight Cortex

Unstimulated
Controls 151

+
33(7) 141 * 36(7)

Non
Self-S tiaula ting 159

"T

23(5) 149 - 15(5)
Oners tor-Stimulated
Under lialothane
Anaesthesia

5ST3)self-S timulat in^ 323
+

175 - 30(3)

Self-Stimulation
In Conscious State

Self-Stimula ting 251
+ 2ltb) 206#i 40(6)
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TABIC 14 The relation between the Siriulus current

strength, response rate and cortical HMPG
concentration in self stimulating rats.

Hat
Current
strength

pA

itesponse or
;ti lulation HMPG Concent ration ng/g

number Hate per
Hour Ipsilateral Contralateral

Conscious
self
Simulation

1 2 50 696 240 152

2 150 1500 244 227

3 150 821 286 164

4 200 1023 220 242

5 150 650 267 192

6 250 750 251 260

.man - 3D 192 - 45 j07 - 291 251 - 21 20o i 40

stimulation
Under
lialothane

•

1 600 900 339 216

2 200 900 322 144

3 300 900 2o3 164

Mean - 3D 366 ± 170 900 308 - 33 175 - 30
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found between either stimulating parameters and the HMPG

concentration.

These results were then correlated with the histologi¬

cal analysis of the position of the electrode tip in

relation to the nucleus locus coeruleu3. Two observers

made independent assessment of the electrode tip position

without knowledge of which group the animal was part.

Fig.35 shows diagrams drawn from frontal sections of rat

brainstem and cerebellum around the region of the fourth

ventricle. The positions of the electrode tips in rela¬

tion to the locus coeruleus are shown by the square markers

(negative animals) and the circular markers (positive

animals). It can be seen, as asown previously by Grow

et al (1972) that the electrode tip position from all pos¬

itive self stimulating animals were clustered at the locus

coeruleus, and the negative animals had tip positions out¬

side the area.

The effect of electrolytic ablation of the nucleus locus

coeruleus on the cortical concentration of total llMPG

Since electrical stimulation causes an increase in

the major metabolite of noradrenaline, presumably through

an increase in the turnover of the catecholamine at the

terminals in cortex, it was thought reasonable that des¬

truction of this system by electrolytic ablation of the

nucleus locus coeruleus might cause a reduction of the

metabolite in the cerebral cortex. Experiments were there¬

fore designed to test this.
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Diagrams drawn froa platea of rat br in stem and
cereosllu:a at the level of the 4th ventricle #

showing the position of the tiro of electrodes
with respect to the locus coeru~su.3. Filied-in
circles represent tip positions of n i.aals showing
self atiaula tin,., oahaviour» ana the filled-in

squares* the tip yo itionn of saia la not showing
self atiaulating behaviour.
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Eighteen female albino Wistar rats were divided into

three groups of six rats. In one group the left loous

coeruleus was eleotrolytically ablated, in another group

both nuclei were ablated and in a further control group,

burr holes were drilled in the skull bilaterally, the dura

removed, but no electrode implanted. After three weeks,

to allow for the degeneration of the pathway, the animals

were killed, the brainstem and cerebellum removed for

histological examination and the cortical level of HMPG

measured as before.

Table 15 shows that there was a significant reduction

in the total HMPG (free + conjugated) concentration on the

side of the brainstem lesion in unilaterally ablated rats,

and a similar fall in the HMPG concentration in both

cortices of the bilaterally ablated rats.

The extent of the lesion damage following electrolytic

ablation of the locus coeruleus is shown in Fig.36 (uni¬

lateral ablation) and Fig.37 (bilateral ablation). A

charge of 6 rniHicoulombs produced an area of damage at

the electrode tip equivalent to a sphere between 0.5 mm

and 0.8 mm in diameter.

Table 16 3hows the relation between the lesion damage

to the locus coeruleus and the HMPG concentration in the

cerebral cortex. In four animals of the unilateral group

there was a histologically confirmed lesion or partial

lesion of the locus co-ruleus. This was correlated with

a significant (P< 0.0025) reduction in the HMPG concentra¬

tion on the same side as the lesion when compared to the
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TABL^ 15

#

**

***

Mean - SD concentration of total HMPG (free +

conjugated in rat cerebral cortex following
electrolytic ablation of one or both locus
coeruleus. P-values are calculated from

Students t-tost and refer to control values.

P < 0.015

P < 0.01

P < 0.005

Control

Unilateral (Left)
Lesion

bilateral Lesion

?j Left Cortex bight Cortex
(ng/g) (ng/g)

6 103 - 33 96 ± 26

6 40 - 19** 106 -23

+ * + *#
4 45-20 30-6
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FIG* 36 Plata >f frontal section of

level of ou3 +tli ventricle
of a unilateral ablation o

Toluidine blue atain X30*

rat brain at the

sao./in, the appearance
'

the locus cooruleus(LC)•
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FIG.37 Plate of frontal section of rat brain at the level
of the 4th ventricle, showing the appearance of
a bilateral ablation of the locus coeruleu3.
Toluidine stain a30»
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TAB IT 16 The relation b t-'ocn hi'tolo-ically confirmed
lesion damage to the locus coeruleus and the
concentration or total HMPG (iree + conjugated)
in v t cerebral cortex.

...oj UL - unil t.r-1 (left sided) -...ion
BL - bil' teral lesion

00 - control

Lesions 2 - intact

1 - partiariy ablated
0 - completely ablated.

*

Those animals selected on the basis of histology as a

roup oho v a P ( 0.00b': ri -nificant fa .1 in PL concentra¬
tion on the side of the lesion, using a paired t-test.

Locus do ruieus Cortical lilPG ng/g
mat T , iJu xi jj i.w

ULl 0 2 30 82
UL2 0 2 23 105

UL3 1 O 23 105

UL4 2 2 66 75

UL5 1 2 06 127

ULu - - 3d 141

CC1 2 2 171 57
GC2 2 ir»

c 116 127

CC3 2 o
c Out 75

C04 2 2 89 114

CC5 2 2 75 82
dCb c 'c 6b 118

BL1 0 1 23 43
PL2 0 1 75 43
313 1 1 52 -

BL4 1 1 30 to
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values for the contralateral cortex using a paired

t-tast analysis.

Fig.38 shows the scatter of the results when the

histological appearance of the locus coeruious is described

as intact, partially aula Lea, or ooapleoea^ ablated. it

was inter-eating no*/G utAi. o s. coiixpis --D>-cnce ox .xota^

bolite was never notic'1 in these experiments.
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150

HMPG

ng/g

100

50

Intact Partially Completely
Ablated .Ablated

Locus Coeruleus

FIG*38 Scatter diagram showing the relation between HMPG
concentration in rat cerebral cortex and the

state of the locus coeruleus following ablation
experiments.
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dlPJUPdlQIT

The stereotaxic placement of an electrode for stimula¬

tion or ablation can theoretically be reproaucibly placed

within a cube with the dimensions of a tenth of a milli¬

meter, which for most structures in rat brain would be

adequate. This accuracy depends on a) that every rat of

the same weight has the same sxull shape and size, b)

that during the development of the brain the various

structures are laid down with a uniform pattern and c)

that the experimenter can secure the rat in a constant

orientation.

The use of a single strain of rats, all within a

close wei„,..t range, with a good stereotaxic frame minimizes

the errors, but even so, the chance of correctly placing

the electrode tip at a structure as small as the nucleus

locus eoaruleua is much less than 100, • In a separate

series of experiments, making unilateral lesions of the

locus coeruleus and measuring the production of ( ^C) cyclic
AM? from (^C) adenine In cortical slices from these

animals, lb of the rats had lesions in the locus cooruleus

and in 8 rats the lesion completely missed the locus

co^ruleus, a success rate of ob'g. {Occleston 1973)* Using

the co-ordinates of Crow et al (197£) who used the lambda

suture apex position as an (A?) co-ordinate zero, the

success was much lesa than this, presumably because of the

non-uniformity of the rot skull markings.

Toluidina blue staining com.ined with the cryastat

method of sectioning brain tissue provides a very rapid
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method for analysing rat braint with results available

within 90 rain of killing the animal, but the method is

limited in the amount of information it can supply since

toluidine blue stains only cell nuclei. The nucleus

locus coeruleu3, is, however, a compact and discrete

nucleus and stains up well (Fig.30). This technique is

therefore useful for determining the integrity of the

nucleus following electrolytic ablation. The Kluver-

Barrera technique is, however, more useful'for determining

the electrode tip position since with this method the

collection of every section i3 guaranteed, and the double

staining U3ing Luxcl fast blue and cresyl violet reveals

more details of structure.

Three types of electrodes were used to stimulate the

locus coeruleu3. The concentric bipolar electrodes,

although well suited for the stimulation of the raphe

system, were too large (0.5 mm) and the volume of tissue

stimulated too great to ensure that only one of the two

nuclei looi coerulei was stimulated. Using the unipolar

electrodes, (0.3 mm thick) more unilateral control of

stimulation was possible, but a bilateral rise of HMPG was

3een in many case3. The third type of electrode used to

stimulate the locus cooruleus was the twisted bipolar type

used for electrical self stimulation. These electrodes

by their design had a very limited sphere of action, a fact

supported by the histology, since electrode placements just

outside the locus coeruleus did not support self stimulation

and did not give riso to an increase in the NA metabolite
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during operator stimulation under halothane anaesthesia.

3ven using these vary specific electrodes with a localised

sphere of action* in five of the nine positive animals

tested there was a substantial rise of KMi?G in the contra¬

lateral cortex along with an increase in metabolite on the

stimulated side* whilst the remaining four showed a uni¬

lateral response to stimulation*

.From these results, then, it would appear that current

spread to t;.e opposite locus ooeruleua was not the factor

which caused tae contralateral effect. The most obvious

alternative is that there ia a pathway arising from the

locus coeruleus which innervates the contralateral cortex.

This, however, ia not supported by the results of lesion

experiments. Ungerstedt (1972) has shown that unilateral

lesions of the locus coeruleus cause a depletion of cate¬

cholamine fluorescence in the homolateral cortex, which

fact is consistent with the effect of locus coeruleus

ablation on BEPG levels reported here, where a unilateral

lesion caused a marked reduction in the metabolite on the

side of the lesion without affecting the contralateral

cortex. Similar results have been obtained by Korf et al

(1973) for HMPG-SO^, and they showed that the reduction in
the noradrenaline concentration was also c nfined to the

side of the lesion. If there was a pathway from the LC to

the contralateral cortex, one would expect to see a

reduction in the metabolite on both sides of cortex although

one might predict a smaller reduction on the opposite side.
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Although Ungerstedt describes the pathway to the

cerebral cortex as uncrossed, he does indicate that some

axons from the locu3 coeruleus cross the mid line medial

to the nucleus, and suggests that these axons probably

ascend to other brain areas, since LoizOU (1969) had shown

that bilateral lesions of the locus coeruleus are more

effective in denervating the hypothalamus, than unilateral

lesions. Olson and Fuxe (1972) have investigated further

this medial pathway in their studies of the cerebellar

innervation from theloeus coeruleus. ™he medial fibre

projection apparent in horizontal sections, seems to go

to the raphe system and they suggest it also partly repre¬

sents crossing fibres. It appears to originate from the

most ventromedial part of the locus coeruleus which has

the largest cell bodies and shows the strongest fluorescence

intensity. No bundle form-tion was observed by these
o-f the medUcd

authors, which suggests that ftse. function^, s to innervate
the raphe system, and/or that the fibres pass through the

raphe system and innervate the opposite locus coeruleus.

If the latter wa3 true, the medial pathway might then be

acting as a 'servo mechanism', recruiting the actions of

the opposite nucleus locus coeruleus. Such a mechanism

would be consistent with the lesion results since removal

of the LC on one 3ide should not necessarily affect the

efficiency of the intact side but only obviate its 'recruit¬

ment'. Also, a truly unilateral response during stimula¬

tion of the 1C might only occur providing the cells of the

medial pathway were not activated by the stimulating current,
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and conversely, a contralateral effect would only bo noticed
when this aystea was activated.

The activation of the medial pathway would depend on

two interrelated variables, the stimulus current strength

and the position of the electrode tip. Using unipolar

electrodes, a stimulating current strength of Q.c mA always

gave rise to a bilateral effect whereas current strengths

of 0.1 mA and 0.05 mA produced a distinct unilateral rise

of HMPG in some animals. Using the concentric bipolar

electrodes, however, a bilateral effect was obtained at

all current strengths used. In the self stimulation

experiments, the current varied from 0.15 -A to O.b mA

depending on the animal. There was, however, in these

experiments, no relation between current strength' and the

nature of the rise of If,IPG in cerebral cortex.

One other group has produced results showing the effect

of stimulation and electrolytic ablation of the locus

coeruleua on noradrenaline metabolism in rat cerebral

cortex. Xorf et al (1973) used the fluori.iotric method of

week and Neff (1972) to determine HM?G-S0^ following its
isolation on a column of DISA3-3ephadex. Their methods

were vary stallr to the ones reported here, which made

the results easier to compare. Their main difference in

technique was in the method of stimulation, where they used

monophasio pulses of 1 msec duration at a current strength

of 0.5 mA. This may acoount for the difference they

obtained for the optimum frexuenoy of stimulation. They

found that when the locu . coerulous was stl .ul* tod for
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30 min, there was a linear rise in HMPG-30^ as a function
of the frequency, reaching a plateau at a frequency of

20 H , whereas the results here show that 45 ain stimulation
z

using 0.1mA constant current pulses alternating in

polarity and at 2 Hz, gave the largest rise of total IiMPG

in cortex with less of an effect at higher frequencies

(Fig.34). In their optimum frequenoy experiment, they

express the rise of HMPG-SO^ on the stimulated 3ide a3 a
function of the level on the non-stimulated side, the

latter which they made lOOji. They do not indicate whether

they noticed a contralateral rise of metabolite, although

using this method to express their results suggests that

this may have been the case. Neither do the authors

comment on the unilateral rise of HMFG-SO^, although they
do suggest that their lesion results are in agreement with

the work of Ungerstedt (1971) that there i3 no significant

mid line crossing of noradrenaline pathways from the LC to

the contralateral cortex and hippocampus, since there were

no changes in noradrenaline and HMPG-30^ on the side
opposite the lesion.

Their results that the HllPG-30. level in cerebral
4

cortex rises on stimulation are consistent with the results

presented here. They further suggest that since after

an initial rise of HMPG—SO^ the concentration levels off at
a new steady state, this could be explained by assuming

an extremely efficient transport of HEPG-SO. out of brain,
i

or by a decreased formation of HMPG-50^ after about 15 min
of stimulation. The former idea is in agreement with the
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idaa of Meek and Naff (1972) who showed thai the transport

of both 7IIA and HMPG-SO, from brain was by a •probenecid4

sensitive' acid transport system* This mechanism was

blocked by probenecid, causing » dose dependent increase

in the concentration of NMrG~30^ in rat brain, 90 min
after the injection. Attempts to reproduce this, howaver»

measuring HMPO and iSlhO-SO^ by gas chromato raphy have not
been successful. No Chan ;e in either metabolite waa

noticed between rats 2 hours after an injection of 200 ag/kg
of probenecid interperitoneally and control rata (unpublished

observations).

In a preliminary experiment, measuring DHPG and hMPG

in the same sample, using the modified technique described

in the first section, it was seen that, after stimulating

the left locua coeruleuo, wear® there was a rise of hUFG

in cortex, a similar rice of the dihydroxyphsnyl derivative

also occurred (Table 12), thus indiestin. further that the

contribution of noradrenaline metabolised to JIIPG is

probably greater than has previously been suggested.

tVork on tue mechanisms of sleep has a .own that the

two states, alow wave sleep (SW5) and rapid eye movement

sleep (.iT.. sleep) (or paradoxical sleep) are probably

regulated in some way by monooainergio systems having their

nerve cells in the brain, item, since lesions of -pacific

nuclei in this area cause alterations in the electrical

activity usually associated with sleep (Jouvet i960). Thus,
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in cat3 destruction of a large part of the raphe nuclei

induces total insomnia in the first few days, although

some recovery of SW3 then occurs, whereas a z'eturn of EM

sleep in these cats never occurs. Pharmacological deple¬

tion of 5HT using parachlorophenylalanine gives similar

results, causing a gradual decrease in both states of sleep

after a delay of about twelve hour3 leading eventually to

total insomnia (Mouret 1967).

Following bilateral lesions of the locus coeruleus

there is a good correlation between the extent of LC damage

and the fall in cerebral NA concentration and this is

coupled with a decrease in 81! sleep without altering the

amount of SW3 or the cerebral concentration of 5KT (Jouvet

1969)* This decrease in 8U sleep is apparent as a

striking behavioural syndroms in the cats 1 in which the cat

stands up and exhibits anger or fear and may attack

imaginary enemies, moving its head around for one or two

minutes. The ocular behaviour of these animals is, how¬

ever, that of deep sleep and they do not react to -visual

stimuli'. Control lesions placed around the locus

coeruleus did not produce this effect, except for two

animals which had lesions medial to the 1C, (Jouvet 1966).

In view of the work of Olson and Fuxe (1972) who described

a medial pathway from the LC to the raphe (or passing

through it), these latter results are interesting since

the raphe nucleus is strongly implicated in both states of

sleep. The idea that the locus coeruleus might then be

involved in the initiation of H2.1 sleep is hardly consistent
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with observations of the behaviour of rats undergoing

conscious self stimulation, which activity does not indue®

sleep, but rather increases the arousal of the animal

(Crow et al 1971)• More recent work performed with cats

to ©lucid'te the role of the locus ooeruieua in sleep and

waking behaviour ha a also thrown a contradictory light on

the lesion experiments. Chu and Bloom (1973) have shown

that the unit activity of LO nwuronea in the •quiet waking

state and in S«3 is at a low frequency, about 4«5 and 4*1

I.z respectively, whereas in xT. sleep and the 'attentive

waking state1 the rate is more than double this, about

10.0 and II. u Hz respectively, showing that the increased

cortical activity which occurs in the attentive waking

state and is seen to occur in inh sleep (by the T2G activity)
ij correlated with an increased LO firing rate, a fact

more consistent with ideas implicating the LC in the maint¬

enance of the arousal of the animal (Crow 1973).

It is now almost certain that electrical self stimula¬

tion behaviour in rats la correlated with the electrode

tips being at the ceil bodies or axonal pathways of dopamine

containing or noradrenaline containing systems in brain

(Crow 1971} Crow @t al 1971)• Previous extensive mapping

of brain showing sites sup. orting self stimulation (Olds

and miner, 1994} Olds and Olds, 1963} Wilkinson and

Peals, 1963} O'Oonohue and liegemen, 1967} Eouttenberg and

ha Isbury, 1969) coincide well with the area:? through whioh

the axonal projections of the catecholamine systems pass,

areas such aa the medial forebrain bundle, the aid brain
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tegmentum and the superior cerebellar peduncle* Results

presented here support the catecholamine hypothesis since

only electrodes with tips at the locus coeruieus gave an

increase of HMPG during conscious electrical self stimula¬

tion and conversely, animals which did not show self

stimulation behaviour did not give rise to an increase of

the NA metabolite even after 1 hour of operator stimulation

at the same rate a3 for positive animals (table 13)•

Neuropharmacological evidence also gives support to

the catecholamine hypothesis of self stimulation. Olds

(1959) and 01d3 and Travis (i960) showed that self stimu¬

lation behaviour could be aodified by drug3 which interfered

with 3ome aspects of catecholamine metabolism, and Stein

(1962) used the effects on self stimulation behaviour in

rats, of the interactions of imipramine and amphetamine,

and chlorpromazine and reserpine, to postulate a possible

nei.Jfophysiological basis of depressive illness. He used

a novel system, in which the rat was trained to press two

levers. One lever worked Coeoertho^aU^, delivering to the
animal a train of impulses of a particular current strength,

but with the difference that successive stimuli were

delivered at a progressively lower current strength. The

second lever had the effect of resetting the current to the

maximum level, but did not itself cause the delivery of a

stimulus. Thus, animals could be trained to self stimulate

until the current level was too low, when they would reset

to the maximum. Individual animals sho ,ed definite

behaviour profiles, resetting at the same current level
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each time# Using this system, he noticed that chlor-

promazine and reserpine raised the threshold for electrioal

reinforcement and in larger doses inhibited self stimulation

entirely, whereas amphetamine lowered the threshold and

increased the rata of self stimulation. The inhibition

of chlorproaasine and resorpine was reversed by amphetamine.

Imipraaine acted differently to the other drugs. Given

alone, it had a weak inhibitory effect, raising slightly

the threshold at which resetting occurred. When given

along with amphetamine, it potenti ted the letter's effect.

Tho importance of these remilt3 is two fold. Firstly, it

firmly implicates catecholamines in the mechanisms of self

stimulation behaviour and secondly, because of the clinical

importance of those drugs in the treatment of affective

disorders, suggests that self stimulation could reflect in

some way the clinical state. On the basis of these results,

Stein suggested that the depressed patient cuffera from

insufficient positive reinforcement, which might be due to

a pathologically hypoactive neuronal system, or due to the

inhibition of the system by the excessive activity of an

anxiety-aversion system.

Similar ideas that depression was caused by the hypo-

activity of an amino containing system in brain were put

forward by Schildkraut (1965) and Ashcroft at al (1965)

following the observation that groups of depressed patients

showed a reduction in the concentration of 5HIAA, the major

metabolite of 5HT, in lumbar CSF, when compared to neuro¬

logical control patients (Ashcroft et al 1966). These
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observations have been confirmed by other workers (Danker
et al 1966, Van Praag et al 1970), and low levels of the

major dopamine metabolite, homovannilic acid (HVA) have

also been reported (lioos and Sjostrom 1969, Papesohi and

MoClure 1971). It might then be expected that recovery

from depression would result in normal levels of metabolites

in the C3F, but this has not been shown to be the case

(Goppen et al 1972, Ashcroft et al 1973).

Since the realization that HI,IPG and not VMA was the

major metabolite of cerebral noradrenaline attempts have

also been made to study the concentration of this compound

in G3F,urine and plasma in patients with affective disorders.

Many conflicting reports have emerged from measurements in

plasma and urine (Wyatt at al,1971; Nelson et al, 1966;

Takahashi et al, 1968) because of the problem of assessing

the peripheral contribution in these fluids. C3F levels,
however, are thought to reflect brain levels, but measure¬

ments of liMPG in G3F (Wiik et al 1971, 1972, Bond 1972,

Pullar 1973, Shaw 1973) have not shown any conclusive evi¬

dence to support the simple amine hypothesis 'that depression

can occur when the levels of the aminos at the reactive

sites within the brain are reduced1 (Ashoroft et al 1966),

although in one study (Pullar 1973) the G3F levels of

HMPG were significantly higher than controls in a group of

manic patients and a group of agitated depressed patients.

In the light of neurophysiolojical results which show

that the post synaptic cell nay alter the firing rate of

the presynaptic cell by neuronal feed-back inhibition
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(Footo ot al 1969) after direct receptor stimulation with

the drug LSD, and information about changes in receptor

sensitivity following denervation in the periphery (dharpleas
1^64) and in the C8I3 (Unyerstadt 1971)» Ashoroft et al 197k

have suggested a modified hypothesis for the aetiology of

affeotiva illness which accomodates the fact that patients

with low GuF metabolites do not show normal levels on

recovery» and which explains the paradoxical response of

come patients to amphetamine® where the condition of hyper¬

kinesia in children and two oases of hypooania could be

controlled by this 'antidepressant1 drug. The n^w hypo¬

thesis suggests as before that the activity of amine con¬

taining syitems in affective illness is abnormal® but that

this .ay take the form of on altered input into the neuronal

s/4tens from other centres, or might be due to an altered

sensitivity of the post-s/naptio receptors# Recovery

would then be associated in depression with either a rise

in receptor sensitivity or a rise in transmitter output®

or both.

Supporting these ideas we have put forward an animal

model which suggests 0 possible change in the poot-synnptic

receptor activity of the central noradrenergic pathway
from the locus ooeruleua to the cerebral cortex (Ashoroft
et al 1973» Nodes ton 1973)* Numerous hormones (including

noradrenaline) have been shown to act upon cells by

stimulating the membrane hound enayme, • JOvulatecyclase®
which- converts ATP to cyclic AMP® the latter .giving rise

to intracellular hloch5micsl events, (hutherland et al 1966®
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Greengard and Kuo 1970). It has also bean shown that rat

brain cortical 3lice3f when incubated with substrates in

vitro, have a steady level ofc^en^Utecyclase activity Vnich
can be increased by stimulating the slices with nora¬

drenaline. Thus if slices are incubated with ("^C)-
adenine, a precursor of (^C) ATP, they are capable of con¬

verting soma of the (^C) ATP into (^0) cyclic AMP

(Shimisu et al 1969)> the amount of cyclic A .P formed

increasing with a concentration dependant relation to added

noradrenaline (Tccleston 1973). When the locus coeruleus

was unilaterally ablated, and the pathway from the LC

allowed to degenerate over a period of 3 weeks, it wa3

found that slices of cortex from the ablated side had almost

,14
double the capacity to form ( 0) cyclic A'P compared to

slices from the intact side. Further, stimulation of the

slices with noradrenaline caused an equivalent rise of

cyclic AMP on both sides, so that slices of the ablated

side still produced twice as much cyclic AMP as the intact

side slices. This change in enzyme activity was absolutely

correlated with the successful ablation of the homolateral

locus coeruleus, checked for each experiment. lesions

placed around the nucleus had no effect on the adenyl

cyclase system in cortex slices.

Thus, denervation of the NA-pathway from the locus

coeruleus to the cerebral cortex by ablation of the locus

coeruleus gives ri ;e to a decrease in HMPG (table 15) but

to an increase in cyclase activity. Thus a low

metabolite level would not necessarily be associated with
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a decreased activity of the poet synaptic cell, bat could

even give rise to an increased activity#

Although the idea expressed by Stein (1362) and others,

that depression could be explained by a lack of positive

reinforcement, which seemo to coincide to a certain extent

with tne fact that self stimulation is only associated with

do^amine-cont&ining and noradrenaline containing neuronal

3/3teste, Crow (1973) favours the view that this positive

reinforcement behaviour la concerned more with learning

than with the control of mood, and has suggested that be¬

cause the pathways .conveying information about skiell and

taste, (two very important factors acsoci ted with the

motivation of the rat) are situated in an anatomical posi¬

tion so that they could Interact with the PA and NA systems

respectively, these latter systems could reflect two

components of the *explor tory drive' of the rat, an incen¬

tive motivational* component and a 'purely reinforcement*

component respectively#

In summary, evidence is presented here thati-

&) the neuronal system with cell bodies in the locus

coeruleuo and terminal structures in the cerebral

cortex is noradrenaline containing, inoe electrical

stimulation of the locus coerulsus ...iveo rive to an

increase in the concentration of IF1PG, the -.ador

metabolite of nor- d renal ine, in cerebral cortex.
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the system is uncrossed, since unilateral ablation

of the locus coaruleus gives a homolateral reduction

of metabolite in cortex, without affecting the contra¬

lateral side.

there is an alternative pathway which does cross the

xaid line, since specific stimulation of one locus

coeruieus gives rise to an increased concentration of

metabolite on tae stimulated and contralateral sides

of cortex.

conscious electrical self stimulation in rats with

electrode tips at the locus coeruleu3 is absolutely

correlated with the activation of the LC-cortex

neuronal system, suown by the parallel increase of

HMPG in the cortex of positive animals which had

histologically proven correct electrode tip positions.
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